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EDITORIAL 

The second issue of the Malaysian Association of Theological Schools 

(MATS) Journal is finally out after the inaugural issue was first published 

in 2004. Seminari Theoloji Malaysia (STM) was entrusted with the task 

to produce this second volume. The task has since fallen on me to solicit 
articles from faculty members of the member seminaries of MATS. In 

spite of their busyness in teaching and writing, some of the faculty 

members and graduate students have responded positively by sending in 

their articles for publication. 

The MATS Journal represents the scholarship and research of the 

member schools of MATS. It provides a suitable avenue for faculty 

members of the schools to express their thoughts on relevant and pertinent 

issues concerning biblical scholarship and pastoral matters. There is no 

single theme for this issue of the MATS Journal, partly due to the 

constraint which will be placed upon the faculty members in terms of 

writing around the theme. The articles reflect a rich variety of topics, 

ranging from pastoral subjects to biblical subjects, and from Christianity 

to other religions. The richness from the diversity of the articles also 

reflects the composition of the member institutions of MATS. The articles 

have been published in order of the participating schools and not for any 

other reason like priority or importance. A list of participating schools 

and a list of contributors for this volume are included for the information 

of readers. 

Bill Lawson provides an excerpt from his book Haggai Build My 

House. The passage chosen is from Haggai 1:15a. Bill shows how one 

should start with a good solid exegesis of the biblical text and then move 

on to a relevant and contextual exposition of the text. 

Vincent Ooi writes on "Story, History and the Old Testament 

Narrative" where he looks at some reasons why the contemporary biblical 
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narrative movement tends to distance the Old Testament (OT) narrative 
texts from its historical referentiality and views the OT corpus with 

increasing suspicion. He argues that this is the failure of the biblical 

narrative movement to understand what the OT narratives are as well as 

to import foreign categories to evaluate them. 

Kang Chee Chen writes in Chinese on the topic "On the Views of 
Perseverance" based on the very familiar text of Hebrews 6:4-6. 

Peter Rowan writes on the theme of "Reconciliation: An Integrative 

Reality for Church and Mission" by looking at Paul's understanding of 

reconciliation and how this works out in the Malaysian context. . 

Tie King Tai writes on "Use of Second Personal Pronoun ' You' in 
Preaching" excerpted from his doctoral dissertation entitled Essential 

Elements of Relevant Application in Preaching from Dallas Theological 
Seminary. 

Lu Chen Tiong continues on the issue of whether we should sing 
"Amen" at the end of a hymn in his article "Do We Have to Sing 'Amen'?" 

This is a follow-up on an earlier article in the Methodist Message. 

Hoo Sing Hang provides a short reflection on Proverbs 22:6 by 
looking at some of the Hebrew words used and comments on the fact 
that the usual English translations of this verse may not be an accurate 

reflection of what the Hebrew originally intended. 

Law Choon Sii, an MTheol student studying in STM, writes in 

Chinese on the topic of the "New Perspective of Paul" where she provides 
a good overview of the current debate. 

Anthony Loke tackles the issue of the various Islamic responses to 
the Asian Tsunami in his article "'Conspiracy, Sign or Silence?' Some 

Islamic Responses in the Aftennath of the Asian Tsunami" which was 

first presented at the 2005 SBL International Meeting in Singapore. The 
article was subsequently translated into Bahasa Indonesia by Ir Ery 
Prasadja and published as "'Konspirasi, Peringatan Atau Kebisuan ' : 
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Editorial vii 

Beberapa Respon Umat Islam Terhadap Tsunami Yang Melanda Asia", 

Jurnal Transformasi Vol 3.2 (2007) 19-37. 

As a contributing editor of this volume, I wish to express my thanks 

to all fellow contributors for their valuable support. It is the desire of 

MATS to see strong continual support from the member institutions for 

the publication of the MATS Journal in the years to come. 

Anthony Loke 

Seremban 2008 



Build My House 
Haggai l:1-15a 

· An Exhortation to Rebuild The Temple 

William H. Lawson 
Malaysia Baptist Theological Seminary 

The passages in the Book of Haggai are clearly introduced with the date 

of each prophecy. This passage is introduced in 1: 1 and the subsequent 

passage is introduced in 2: 1. Therefore, 1: 1-15 constitutes a passage. 

However, the final line of verse 15, "in the second year of King Darius," 
is probably the beginning of the introduction of the second prophecy. 

Verses 12-15 could be distinguished as.a separate passage; however, I 

have chosen to include these verses as part of this passage because they 

describe the response of the people to Haggai 's prophetic word. 

STUDY OF THE PASSAGE 

Text and Translation 

1:1 In the second year of King Darius, in the sixth month, on the first 

day of the month, the word of the LORD came by the hand of Haggai 

the prophet to Zerubbabel son of Shealtiel, governor of Judah, and to 

Joshua son of Jehozadak, the great priest: 2 Thus says the LORD of 
Armies: "This people says, 'Time has not yet come, time for the LORD's 
house to be built."' 3 Then the word of the LORD came by the hand of 

Haggai the prophet: 4 "Is it time for you yourselves to be living in your 

paneled houses while this house is dried up?" 5 Now thus says the 

LORD of Armies: "Set your heart upon your ways. 6 You sow much, 
but bring in little; eat, but without satisfaction; drink, but without effect; 

put on clothes, but without warmth; and earn wages, but earned for a 
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pierced bag." 7 Thus says the LORD of Armies: "Set your heart upon 

your ways. 8 Go up the mountain and bring down timber and build [my] 

house, so that I may take pleasure in it and be honored," says the LORD. 

9 "Looking for much, but behold, little. You brought the house and I 

blew on it. Why?" declares the LORD of Armies. "Because of my 

house, which is dried up, while you are running each to his own house. 

10 Therefore, because of you the heavens have withheld their dew and 

the earth has withheld its produce 11 and I called for a drought on the 

earth, and on the mountains, and on the grain, and on the new wine, and 

on the oil, and on what the ground produces, and on man, and on beast, 

and on the labor of [your] hands." 

12 Then Zerubbabel son of Shealtiel, Joshua son of Jehozadak, the 

great priest, and all the remnant of the people listened to the voice of the 

LORD their God and the words of Haggai the prophet, because the LORD 

their God had sent him and the people feared the LORD. 13 Then Haggai, 

the LORD's messenger, with the message of the LORD to the people said: 

"'I am with you,' declares the LORD." 14 Then the LORD roused the 

spirit of Zerubbabel son of Shealtiel, governor of Judah, and the spirit of 

Joshua son of Jehozadak, the great priest, and the spirit of all the remnant 

of the people. So they came and began to work on the house of the LORD 

of Armies, their God, 15 on the twenty-fourth day, in the sixth month. 

Situation and Purpose 

The prophetic exhortations in this passage is addressed "to Zerubbabel 

son of Shealtiel, governor of Judah, and to Joshua son of Jehozadak, the 

great priest." However, the response to the prophecy suggests that the 

prophecy was for the remnant of the people. The passage reflects a 

situation in which the people have delayed the rebuilding of the temple. 

This -situation is clearly reflected in the words put in the mouths of the 

people in verse 2, "This people says, 'Time has not yet come, time for 
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the LORD's house to be built.'" Their neglect of the temple seems to 
have been caused by their preoccupation with their own houses. Their 

preoccupation is clearly implied in the rhetorical question in verse 3, "Is 

it time for you yourselves to be living in your paneled houses while this 

house is dried up?" Their preoccupation is also clearly implied in God's 
explanation of their dissatisfaction due to his judgment in verse 9, 

"Because of my house, which is dried up, while you are running each to 
his own house." The purpose of this prophetic word was to exhort and 

encourage Zerubbabel, Joshua, and the people of Judah and Jerusalem 

to listen to God and rebuild his temple rather than being preoccupied 

with their own houses. 

Literary Context and Role 
The passage is the first in a series of prophecies in Haggai that are 

arranged in chronological order. This prophecy is dated the first day of 

the sixth month of the second year of King Darius. However, this passage 

also relates that the people listened to God's word and began work on 
the temple on the twenty-fourth day of the sixth month of the second 

year of King Darius. Subsequent prophecies are dated the twenty-first 

day of the seventh month (2:1-9) and the twenty-fourth day of the ninth 

month (2:10-19 and 2:20-23). The role of this passage was to encourage 

God's people to begin God's work. The role of the subsequent passages 

was to encourage God's people to continue to do God's work in spite of 
disappointment and discouragement (2: 1-9), to repent of their defilement 

and return to the LORD (2: 10-19), and to encourage the leaders of God's 
people as they direct God's work (2:20-23). 

Form and Function 

The passage can be generally classified as a prophetic exhortation. 
Exhortation can be generally defined as commands and/or prohibitions 
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reinforced with reasons and explanations. The commands and 
prohibitions indicate the appropriate response. The reasons provide the 

rationale for obedience. The explanations clarify the appropriate response 

or rationale. However, sometimes there are no commands or prohibitions 

or the commands or prohibitions do not fully indicate the appropriate 

response. In these cases, the appropriate responses must be supplied or 
supplemented by implication from the reasons or explanations. This 
passage does contain commands in verses 5 and 7-8. The command in 

verse 5 that is repeated in verse 7 does not indicate the appropriate 

response and instead introduces reasons for obeying the commands in 

verse 8. The three commands in verse 8 clearly indicate the appropriate 
response. "Go up the mountain and bring down timber and build [my] 

house." This passage contains numerous reasons for building the temple. 

Though the passage can be generally classified as exhortation, the 
exhortation is placed within a narrative framework that concludes with 

an account of the response of the people to the exhortation and God 

assuring them of his presence and rousing their spirits in verses 12-15. 
Narrative communicates a message as the readers identify with the 

'characters and their situation and learn from their experience as the plot 
develops. In this passage, the readers are intended to identify with the 

people and follow their example as they listened to and obeyed the 
message of God through Haggai. They are encouraged to do so based 

on the same reasons that the people listened and obeyed as well as the 
positive benefits that resulted. 

Strategy and Structure 

The passage is arranged in chronological order. Haggai exhorts the people 

of Judah and Jerusalem to begin work on the temple and they obey the 
word of the LORD. This simple strategy confronts the readers with the 
word of the LORD i1;nd challenges them to obey the word of..-tj}e LORD 
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like the people of Haggai 's time. The date, source, and recipients of the 
word of the LORD are introduced in verse 1. The heart of the word of 
the LORD is the command to rebuild the temple in verse 8. This 
command is reinforced based on the inappropriateness of delaying work 
on the temple (2-4), the dissatisfaction and disappointment that have 
resulted (5-7, 9-11 ), and the possibility of pleasing and honouring God 
(8). The response of the people to the word of the LORD also reinforces 
this command not only through their example but also because of their 
reasons for obedience (12) and the results of their obedience (13-15). 

I. The Word of the LORD (1:1-11) 
A. The Date, Source, and Recipients of the Word of the LORD (1) 
B. The Inappropriateness of Failing to Build the Temple (2-4) 

1. The excuse of the people (2) 
2. The rebuke of the LORD (3-4) 

C. The Dissatisfaction of the People (5-7) 
1. Introductory command (5) 
2. Their dissatisfaction (6) 
3. Concluding command (7) 

D. Exhortation to Build the Temple (8) 
E. Explanation of the Dissatisfaction of the People (9-11) 

I. The dissatisfaction of the people (9a) 
2. The reason for their dissatisfaction (9b) 
3. The reason for God's judgment (9c) 
4. The results of their disobedience (10-11) 

II. The People Listen to Haggai and Begin Work on the Temple (12-15) 
A. The People Listen to Haggai because the LORD Sent Him and 

They Feared the LORD (12) 
B. The LORD Assures the People of His Presence among Them (13) 

C. The LORD Rouses the Spirit of the People and They Begin Work 

on the Temple (14-15) 
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Message or Messages 

God's people should do God's work because it is inappropriate for them 

to be preoccupied with their own interests while God's work is not done. 

Failure to obey God's word results in dissatisfaction; obeying God's 

word will please and honour him: The LORD their God has spoken and 

they fear him; God will be with them if they do what he says; and God 

will rouse their spirits to do what he says. 

ANALYSIS OF THE DETAILS 

The Word of the LORD through Haggai 
The word of the LORD through Haggai is found in verses 1-11. This 

word of the LORD is a prophetic exhortation. This prophetic exhortation 

is introduced in verse 1. The command to build the temple does not 

occur until verse 8. The remainder of this prophetic exhortation reinforces 

this command with reasons for beginning work on the temple. 

The date, source, and recipients of the word of the LORD. The date, 

source, and recipients of the word of the LORD are introduced in verse 

1, "In the second year of King Darius, in the sixth month, on the first day 

of the month, the word of the LORD came by the hand of Haggai the 

prophet to Zerubbabel son of Shealtiel, governor of Judah, and to Joshua 

son of Jehozadak, the great priest." The date ofHaggai's prophetic word 

is significant. Work on the temple had ceased for a considerable time 

(Ezra 4:24). God's word through Haggai was the catalyst for the renewal 

of work on the temple. The source of Haggai 's prophetic word is 

emphasized throughout this passage and the book. On eleven occasions 

in this passage alone Haggai 's prophetic word is identified as a word of 

the LORD or the LORD of Armies. Indeed, ii) this verse it is stressed 

that Haggai was just a channel of God's word ("by the hand of Haggai"). 
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God's word was addressed to Zerubbabel and Joshua; however, it was 
_probably intended for all the people of Judah and Jerusalem and the 

leaders were supposed to pass the word on to them. Indeed, verse 12 

indicates that "all the remnant of the people listened to the voice of the 

LORD their God and the words of Haggai the prophet." 

The inappropriateness of failing to build the temple. The LORD 

encourages the people of Judah and Jerusalem to rebuild the temple 

through Haggai by rebuking them for their failure to do so in verses 2-4. 
He begins by quoting the excuse of the people for failing to complete 

the temple in verse 2, "Thus says the LORD of Armies: 'This people 
says, Time has not yet come, time for the LORD's house to be built."' 

Referring to them as "This people" rather than "My people" probably 
already implies God's displeasure with them. He then rebukes them 

with a rhetorical question in verses 3-4, "Then the word of the LORD 

came by the hand of Haggai the prophet: 'Is it time for you yourselves to 

be living in your paneled houses while this house is dried up?"' This is 

the type of rhetorical question that implies an emphatic negative response. 
Therefore, it is equivalent to the exclamation, "It is not time for you 

yourselves to be living in your paneled houses while this house is dried 

up!" Indeed, this rhetorical question stresses the irony of the situation. 

Irony describes a circumstance that is contrary to what is expected to 

emphasize how extraordinary the circumstance is. In this case, the people 
are living in paneled houses while the LORD's house is dried up. The 

extraordinary inappropriateness of such a circumstance is obvious. The 

extraordinary inappropriateness is emphasized in the Hebrew text by 

doubling the pronoun (translated "you yourselves"). Admittedly, the 
word translated as "paneled" literally means "covered" (Brown, Driver, 

Briggs, 706) and may simply mean that their houses have roofs and are 
habitable. Nonetheless, they were placing a priority on their houses as 
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opposed to the house of"the LORD of Armies." The temple is probably 

referred to as the LORD's house to correspond with their houses. Through 

this rebuke, the readers are led to recognize the inappropriateness of 

their preoccupation with their own interests while God's work is left 

undone. Therefore, God's people should do God's work because it is 

inappropriate for them to be preoccupied with their own interests when 
God's work is not done. 

The dissatisfaction of the people. The LORD encourages the people to 

build the temple through Haggai by pointing out the dissatisfaction and 

disappointment that have resulted from failing to complete the temple in 

verses 5-7 and 9-11. He points out their dissatisfaction in verses 5-6. He 

begins with a command that compels them to carefully evaluate their 

experience in verse 5, "Now thus says the LORD of Armies: 'Set your 

heart upon your ways."' This command appeals to them to take their 

experience to heart (NN "Give careful thought to your ways"). The adverb 

translated "Now" is probably included to stress the urgency of carefully 

evaluating their experience. He then describes their experience of 

dissatisfaction in verse 6, "You sow much, but bring in little; eat, but without 

satisfaction; drink, but without effect; put on clothes, but without warmth; 

and earn wages, but earned for a pierced bag." This is precisely what the 

LORD warned would happen to them if they disobeyed when they renewed 

the covenant on Mount Ebal in the wilderness (see especially Deuteronomy 

28: 18, 22-23, 38-40, and 51 ). He repeats his command to carefuJly evaluate 

their experience in verse 7, "Thus says the LORD of Armies: 'Set your 

heart upon your ways."' He explains the reason for their dissatisfaction in 

verses 9-11. First, he describes briefly their experience of dissatisfaction 

in verse 9a, "Looking for much, but behold, little." Second, he explains 

that their dissatisfaction is a direct result of God's judgment in 9b, "You 

brought the house and I blew on it." Though the language is ambiguous, 
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it clearly indicates God's judgment upon them and that which they placed 

as a priority above his house. The picture may be that God blew a scorching 

wind that dried up their houses in accordance with the imagery used in 

verses 10-11. Third, he explains that the cause of his judgment was their 

neglect of the temple in verse 9c, '" Why?' declares the LORD of Armies. 

'Because of my house, which is dried up, while you are running each to 

his own house."' Their busy and self-centred preoccupation with their 

own interests is emphasized in the Hebrew text. The participle translated 

as "running" stresses their busyness with their own interests. They were 

in a hurry when it came to their own interests. Their self-centredness is 

stressed by a common use of the noun meaning "man" (translated "each 

to his own house" and literally "a man to his own house"). The 

inappropriateness of their self-centred busyness is stressed in contrast to 

their inactivity with regard to the temple. Finally, he describes the results 

of their failure to build the temple in verses 10-11, "Therefore, because of 

you the heavens have withheld their dew and the earth has withheld its 

produce and I called for a drought on the earth, and on the mountains, and 

on the grain, and on the new wine, and on the oil, and on what the ground 

produces, and on man, and on beast, and on the labor of [your] hands." 

This is again precisely what the LORD warned would happen to them if 

they disobeyed when they renewed the covenant on Mount Ebal in the 

wilderness (see especially Deuteronomy 28:18, 22-23, 38-40, and 51). 

This judgment would certainly be ironically appropriate. They have been 

preoccupied with their own houses and allowed God's house to dry up. 

As a result, their houses have dried up. This ironically appropriate judgment 

is more explicit in the Hebrew text where there is a play on words between 

the word translated as "dried up" in verses 4 and 9 (hareb) and the word 

translated as "drought" in verse 11 (horeb). Through the dissatisfaction 

that has resulted from their failure to build the temple, the readers are 
warned of the consequences of failing to listen to God's word and do his 
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work. Therefore, God's people should do God's work because failure to 

do God's work results in dissatisfaction. 

Exhortation to build the temple. The LORD exhorts the people of Judah 

and Jerusalem through Haggai to build the temple in verse 8, '"Go up the 

mountain and bring down timber and build [my] house, so that I may take 

pleasure in it and be honored,' says the LORD." Two verbs provide 

motivation for obedience to the commands in the first half of the verse. 

First, the verb translated as "take pleasure" means "be pleased with, accept 

favorably" (Brown, Driver, Briggs, 953). As Taylor observes, this word 

"is part of the theological vocabulary of the Hebrew Bible; it is often used 

to signify the Lord's acceptance of persons and sacrificial offerings" (Taylor, 

129). Thus, building the temple is an act of service to God that he will 

accept with pleasure. Second, the verb translated as "be honored" literally 

means "heavy, weighty" and in a derived sense "honored" (Brown, Driver, 

Briggs, 457). Thus, building the temple is an act of devotion that expresses 

their reverence for God and causes others to acknowledge his greatness. 

Through this exhortation, the readers are also encouraged to listen to God's 

word and do his work. Therefore, God's people should do God's work so 

that they will please and honour him. 

The people listen to Haggai and begin work on the temple. The 

response of the people of Judah and Jerusalem to the word of the LORD 

is narrated in verses 12-15. Through the example of the people, the 

readers are encouraged to obey the word of the LORD like them based 

on their reasons for obedience, the LORD's assurance that he would be 

with them, and the LORD's rousing of their spirits to begin the work. 

The people liste~ to Haggai because the LORD sent him and they 
feared the LORD. The people of Judah and Jerusalem listen to Haggai 
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because the LORD sent him and they feared the LORD as indicated in 

verse 12, "Then Zerubbabel son of Shealtiel, Joshua son of Jehozadak, 

the great priest, and all the remnant of the people listened to the voice of 

the LORD their God and the words of Haggai the prophet, because the 

LORD their God had sent him and the people feared the LORD." The 

response of the people serves as a model for later readers of this narrative. 

Their response was unanimous. Not just the leaders but "all the remnant 

of the people listened to the voice of the LORD their God and the words 

of the prophet Haggai." The verb translated as "listened" often denotes 

more than just attentiveness to what is being said. In fa.et, it is sometimes 

even translated as "obeyed" (see NIV). Indeed, verse 14 relates that 

" they came and began to work on the house of the LORD of Armies, 

their God." They are described as having two reasons for listening and 

obeying. First, they believed that the words that Haggai spoke were in 

fact the words of the LORD their God. In fact, the passage emphasizes 

repeatedly that Haggai is simply passing on the words of the LORD of 

Armies. Second, they listened and obeyed because they feared the LORD. 

The verb translated as "feared" is tr.µ1slated in a variety of ways in the 

Old Testament. It may be translated as "be terrified" or "stand in awe 

of' or even "reverence" (Brown, Driver, Briggs, 431). A common 

tendency is to soften the meaning of this word; however, there is a place 

in biblical faith for a healthy fear of God. Through the response of the 

people and their motivation, the readers are led to listen to God 's word 

like them. Therefore, God's people should do God's work because the 

LORD their God has spoken and they fear him. 

The LORD assures the people of his presence among them. The 

LORD assures the people of Judah and Jerusalem, through Haggai, of 

h1s presence among them in verse 13, "Then Haggai, the LORD's 

messenger, with the message of the LORD to the people said: 'I am with 
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you,' declares the LORD." The assurance of God's presence is a recurring 
theme in the Old Testament. Through God's presence in their lives, the 
people of the Old Testament were able to endure difficulties and overcome 
challenges. Indeed, when faced with the prospect of entering into the 
Promised Land without the Presence of the LORD, Moses beseeched 
God, "If your Presence does not go with us, do not send us up from 
here" (Ex. 33: 15). God's presence was so essential to Moses that he did 
not want to face the difficulties and challenges of Canaan without him. 
Through this assurance, the readers are also encouraged to obey God's 
word. Therefore, God's people should do God's work because God will 
be with them if they do his work. 

The LORD rouses the spirit of the people and they begin work on 
the temple. The LORD rouses the spirit of the people of Judah and 
Jerusalem and they begin work on the temple in verses 14-15, "Then the 
LORD roused the spirit of Zerubbabel son of Shealtiel, governor of Judah, 
and the spirit of Joshua son of Jehozadak, the great priest, and the spirit 
of all the remnant of the people. So they came and began to work on the 
house of the LORD of Armies, their God, on the twenty-fourth day, in 
the sixth month." The verb translated as "roused" implies the image of 
waking someone from sleep. Indeed, the people had long been dormant 
in their efforts to build the temple. God also roused the spirit of Cyrus to 
release the people from exile (Ezra 1:1) and the spirits of those who 
chose to return to Judah (Ezra 1 :5). Though the people had already 
listened to God, they were evidently hindered by long years of inactivity. 
This inertia may account for the delay of 23 days between the 
proclamation of God's word by Haggai and the initiation of work on the 
temple. Nonetheless, God provided them with the stimulus they needed 
to overcome their inertia. Through this result, the readers are also 
encouraged to obey God's word. Therefore, God's people should do 
God's work because God will rouse their spirits to do his work. 

t 
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APPLICATION OF THE MESSAGE 

Establishing Correspondence 

The passage reflects a situation in which the people have delayed the 

rebuilding ?f the temple. Their neglect of the temple seems to have 

been caused by their preoccupation with their own houses. Christians 
today also delay doing God's work because of their preoccupation with 

their own interests. This correspondence between the original and modem 

situation provides a strong basis for applying the message of this passage 
to the modem context. 

Distinguishing the Contextualized 

This passage does contain some contextualized elements. God is not 

telling Christians to "Go up the mountain and bring down timber and 

build [my] house." Nonetheless, this command can be generalized or 

related to contextual equivalents. Even within Haggai, the message has 

been recorded for people for whom the temple was a completed reality. · 
Therefore, the statement of the message of the passage that follows has 
only been modified slightly. 

Adjusting the Message 

Christians should do God's work because it is inappropriate for them to . 
be preoccupied with their own interests while God's work is not done; 

failure to do God's work results in dissatisfaction; doing God's work 
will please and honour him; the LORD their God has spoken and they 

fear him; God will be with them if they do his work; and God will rouse 
their spirits to do his work. 
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COMMUNICATION OF THE MESSAGE 

Title: Build My House 

Objective: The objective of this message is to exhort and encourage Christians 

to do the work of God rather than be preoccupied with their own interests. 

Proposition: Christians should do God's work because it is inappropriate 

for them to be preoccupied with their own interests while God's work is 

not done; failure to do God's work results in dissatisfaction; doing God's 

work will please and honor him; God has spoken and they fear him; God 

will be with them if they do his work; and God will rouse their spirits to 

do his work. 

Introduction 

Christians today often delay doing God's work because of their 

preoccupation with their own interests. Similarly, the people delayed the 

rebuilding of the temple. Their neglect of the temple seems to have been 

caused by their preoccupation with their own houses. They were saying 

that the time had not yet come to rebuild the house of the LORD; however, 

the truth of the matter was that they were busy with their own houses. 

Haggai proclaims the word of the LORD to them and they respond by 

listening to and obeying the word of the LORD in Haggai 1:1-15. We 

need to hear this word of the LORD and follow their example so that we 

have divine rather than human priorities. Read Haggai 1 :1-15. 
I. Christians should do God's work because it is inappropriate for them to 

be preoccupied with their own interests while God's work is not done. 

A. The LORD encourages the people of Judah and Jerusalem to 

build the temple by rebuking them for their preoccupation with 

their own interests and neglect of the temple in verses 2-4. 

t 
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B. He begins by quoting the excuse of the people for failing to 
complete the temple in verse 2. 

C. He then rebukes them with a rhetorical question in verses 3-4. 
D. Illustration 
E. Application 

II. Christians should do God's work because failure to do God's work 
results in dissatisfaction. 
A The LORD encourages the people of Judah and Jerusalem 

through Haggai to build the temple by pointing out the 
dissatisfaction that has resulted from their failure to do so in 
verses 5-7 and 9-11. 

B. First, he commands them to carefully evaluate their experience 
in verse 5 and again in verse 7. 

C. Second, he describes their experience of dissatisfaction in verse 6. 
D. Third, he explains that their dissatisfaction is a direct result of 

their preoccupation with their own interests and neglect of the 
temple in verse 9. 

E. Finally, he describes the results of their failure to build the temple 
in verses 10-11. 

F. Illustration 
G. Application 

ill. Christians should do God's work because doing God's work will 
please and honour him. 
A The LORD commands the people to build the temple through 

Haggai in verse 8. 
B. They are exhorted to build the temple in order to please God. 
C. They are exhorted to build the temple in order that God will be 

honoured. 
D. Illustration 

E. Application 
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IV. Christians should do God's work because the LORD their God has 
spoken and they fear him. 

A. The people listen to the LORD in verse 12. 

B. The response of the people serves as a model for later readers of 
this narrative. 

C. They are described as having two reasons for obeying. First, 
they believed that the words that Haggai spoke were in fact the 

voice of the LORD their God. Second, they listened and obeyed 

because they feared the LORD. 

D. Illustration 

E. Application 

V. Christians should listen to the word of the LORD and do their part 

to build his church because God will be with them if they do what 
he says. 

A. One of the results of the obedience of the people to the word of 
the LORD is described in verse 13. 

B. Illustration 

C. Application 

VI. Christians should do God's work because God will rouse their spirits 

to do his work. 
A. Another result of the people's obedience to the word of the LORD 

is described in verses 14-15. 
B. The verb translated "roused" implies the image of waking 

someone from sleep. Indeed, the people had long been dormant 
in their efforts to build the temple 

C. Application 
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CONCLUSION 

Christians today often delay doing God 's work because of their 

preoccupation with their own interests. Similarly, the people of Judah 
and Jerusalem delayed the rebuilding of the temple. Their neglect of the 

temple seems to have been caused by their preoccupation with their own 

houses. They were saying that the time had not yet come to rebuild the 

house of the LORD; however, they were busy with their own houses. 
Haggai proclaims the word of the LORD to them and they respond with 

obedience in Haggai 1:1-15. We need to hear this word of the LORD 
and follow their example so that we have divine rather than human 

priorities. You should do God's work because it is wrong for you to be 
preoccupied with your own interests while God's work is not done; failure 

to do God's work results in dissatisfaction; doing God's work will please 

and honour him; the LORD your God has spoken and you fear him; God 

will be with you if you do his work; and God will rouse your spirits to do 

his work. 



Story, History and the 
Old Testament Narrative 

Vincent Ooi 
Malaysia Baptist Theological Seminary 

INTRODUCTION 
This essay seeks to address the tendency, whether conscious or 

unconscious, of the contemporary biblical narrative movement to distance 

the Old Testament (OT) narrative corpus from its historical referentiality 

by reconceptualising the narrative as a collection of artistic stories. 
Despite having done much to invigorate and inform theological 

reflections on the OT narrative over the last three decades, the narrative 

approach has, nevertheless, generated much scepticism regarding the 

historicity of the narrative by propagating the perception that the OT as 

a narrative literature and as a historiographic literature are two mutually 
exclusive categories. However, the rise of this modem narrative criticism 
within the arena of biblical studies is not the only significant factor 

contributing to the erosion of .the confidence in the reliability of the OT 

narrative as historiography. The historical scepticism of the narrative 

movement merely reinforces and contributes to the attenuation of the 
historical confidence that was already in place when the philosophical 
foundations of modem historical studies were first laid in the 19th century 

as a scientific-oriented discipline. Past disputes on the historical integrity 

of the OT narrative have emerged whenever critical methodologies, 

conceived on the assumptions that do not resonate with the worldview 

of the Bible, are deployed by biblical scholars to evaluate the biblical 
text. Furthermore, the philosophical foundations of historical studies have 

not remained static but have shifted quite dramatically and violently 
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over the last century to the position where history as an academic 

discipline is today suffering from an identity crisis. Therefore, the 

confusions on the historical character of the OT narrative today is not 

only the aftermath of a clash ofworldviews, significant though this may 

be, but also stemmed from the uncertainties regarding the very nature of 

history, historiography, and the role of a historian. If this diagnosis is 

accurate, we need to start our exploration a little further back in order to 

properly address the story-history issue of the OT narrative. Therefore, 

an understanding of how "what history is" has evolved from a scientific

oriented discipline into a social-scientific-oriented discipline before 

mutating into a disorientated-postmodem discipline in the latter half of 

the twentieth century is indispensable. This brief historiography, together 

with the insights and challenges from the modem narrative movement, 

will afford us a context to rethink and redefine a more robust 

understanding of the character of OT historiography. We now tum our 

attention to the impact of the narrative approach on the OT narrative. 

THE IMPACT OF THE NARRATIVE APPROACH ON THE OLD 
TESTAMENT NARRATIVE AS HISTORIOGRAPHY 
The study of narrative has overtaken the study of poetry as the dominant 

branch of narrative discipline by the end of the 20th century. This shift in 

emphasis occurred not only as a consequence of the changes associated 

with mass reading habits but also as an increasing realization and recognition 

of the cultural significance of the narrative genre by narrative scholars and 

cultural theorists. They argue that narratives or stories are an instinctive and 

distinctive way in which humans in most cultures recount and interpret the 

progression of past events. Pure scientific records and descriptions of causality 

~hat link and organize events logically simply fail to resonate satisfactorily 
with our existential realities. In contrast, a story narrated from a point of 

view with characterizations and a development of plot in time and space 
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humanizes and earths the chains of events thus giving connection, direction 

and shape to our past, present and future existence. 

Following this recent trend within the field of narrative scholarship, 

biblical scholars have, particularly in the last couple of decades, begun 

to recognize the narrative features of the OT narrative and have borrowed 

liberally the analytical tools of narrative theory to analyse the OT narrative 

as masterfully constructed Hebrew literature. The former disappointing 

and unfruitful preoccupation of historical criticism with the genetic and 

pre-historic "behind the text" issues have now given way to the "new 

orthodoxy in biblical studies" that is set on analysing how the flow of 

the narrative and how the different narrative components of the "text as 

it is" impinge and interact with one another to achieve effective 
communication of meanings. Features such as focalization, repetition, 

discontinuity, dislocation, etc in the OT narrative, once dismissed during 

the era of historical criticism as editorial intrusions or clumsy redactions, 

are now recognized and exalted as creative and sensitive manipulations 

of words and phrases of artistic biblical writers. As the result, biblical 

scholars today are less inclined to amend apparent contradictions and 

incoherence in the OT narrative. This new narrative perspective has not 

only reversed decades of fragmentation and atomization of the narrative 

texts by exponents of historical criticism, it has also recovered and 

restored the appreciation for the artistry, unity and integrity of the final 
form of OT narrative. With academically credible and esteemed figures 

such as Robert Alter, Adele Berlin, Shimon Bar-Efrat, David Gunn, Danna 

Fewell and Meir Steinberg at the helm of this narrative approach, 

confessing the OT narrative as a perceptively crafted and well-structured 

piece of literature is now no longer considered as an act of intellectual 

martyrdom in academic circles. 

However, the elevated sensitivity to the aesthetic and narrative 

features that reclaimed the integrity of the OT narrative has not secured 
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a greater affirmation, confidence, and emphasis in its historical 

trustworthiness. Despite explicit references to geographical sites and 
historical individuals, for many scholars, the stories of the OT narrative 

are simply too artistic or good to be accurate or historical. For example, 
Robert Alter, while not discounting the historicity of biblical characters 

such as David and Solomon and biblical events such as the civil war 
between the houses of Saul and David, nevertheless redefines the OT 
narrative as "historicized prose fiction." Alter considers the OT narrative 

not as historiography but a narrative construct of authors with strong 

ideological biases who liberally embellished the historical figures with 

fictitious verbal intercourses and internal thoughts to create artificial 

characters. Alter concludes that "the author of David stories stands in 
basically the same relation to Israelite history as Shakespeare stands to 

English history in his history plays." Similarly, Shimon Bar-Efrat, 

considering the narrative element of characterization, concludes that it 

is immaterial whether the characters are imaginary or otherwise. A quick 
survey shows that apart from Meir Sternberg, who clearly believes that 

the OT narrative is "neither a product of fiction nor historicized fiction 
nor fictionalised history, but historiography pure and uncompromising," 

recent narrative analyses of the OT narrative by the other major narrative 
exponents such as Alter, Berlin, Bar-Efrat, Gunn, Fewell and Licht are 

acutely silent on the historicality of the narrative. In general, what 
pervades the biblical narrative movement is an agnostic attitude towards 

the historicality of the OT narrative and the unwillingness to trespass 
beyond the boundary of the OT as literature. 

Even those engaged in the quest for historical ancient Israel are 

reluctant to admit the historical reliability of the OT narrative. The central 

dispute in this arena pertains to the relationship between narrative or 

biblical Israel and historical Israel. Is the biblical text, particularly the 
narrative corpus with its focus on individuals, events and nations, 
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historiography i.e. a narrative representation of selected aspects of ancient 

Israel's history, and therefore, a reliable source for historical 

reconstruction? Is it predominantly an artistic fictional construct and 

therefore, an unreliable historiography? For example, Phillip Davies, 

while not discounting the possibility that the OT "might be historical," 

nevertheless understands the patriarchal period not as "chronological 

but genealogical and ideological" and that it is " an epoch in the narrative, 

biblical story but not in the history of the ancient world." Not surprisingly, 

considering the cyclical plots of Judges, he labels the judges period as 

" the most obviously artificial features of the collection of judge story." 

Agreeing with the dominant conclusion of the biblical narrative criticism, 

Davies further asserts that the narrative shape of the OT narrative "has 

virtually everything to do with narrative artistry and virtually nothing to 

do with anything that might have happened." Similarly, Thomas 

Thompson who sees the Bible as a corpus of stories reflecting the 

philosophies and worldviews of its authors writes: 

the Bible doesn't deal with what happened in the past. It deals 

with what was thought, written and transmitted within an interacting 

intellectual tradition .... The tradition gave not Israel but Judaism 

an identity, not as a 'nation' among the goyim, but as people of 

God: an Israel redivivus in the life of piety .. . the Bible relates hardly 

at all to historical events, to anything that might have happened. It 

rather reflects constitutional questions of identity. 1 

Admittedly, the debate in the arena of OT historiography is heated and 

complex but what is notable from this brief survey is that story and history 

'Thomas L. Thompson, The Bible in History: How Writers Create a Past (London: 

Pimlico, 2000), pp. 34-35. 
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(and ideology) are clearly played off against one anoth€r. On the basis 

that the past does not present itself in a narrative form, the OT in narrative 

form is used as a sufficient testimony to its own a-historicality. In other 

words, any OT narrative plot with a beginning, middle and end cannot 

correspond with reality and therefore, must be imaginative or fictive. 

The hermeneutical impact of the narrative movement is not 

insignificant. Once the historiographic dimension of the OT narrative is 

neglected, various narrative concerns inevitably move in to monopolize 

and dictate any interpretive endeavours of the narrative. Fuelled partly 

by the appetite for novelty and partly by the postmodern fever, biblical 

narrative critics have liberally adopted various philosophical perspectives, 

e.g. feminism, structuralism, deconstructionism, materialism, etc as 

reading strategies. This a-historical, if not anti-historical, orientation of 

the narrative approach, coupled with the obsession with the reader 

freedom concerns, has produced a barrage of interpretations that are not 

only bizarre and counter-intuitive but also dangerously non-theological 

and alarmingly detached from any ecclesial concerns. Narrative artistry 

and aesthetic concerns have finally eclipsed the theological and historical 

witness of the OT narrative. 

In the midst of this historical impasse, Philip Long is right to 

observe that much of the current confusion and misunderstanding with 

regard to terms like "history", "historiography", "fiction", "literature", 

and "story" stemmed from the lack of proper and careful definitions 

when employing those terms. The predominant unarticulated 

assumption shared among the narrative exponents is the history and 

narrative dichotomy. At one extreme end of the spectrum, history may 

be conceptualized as the actual past events themselves or, more 

commonly, as a scientific discipline whose task is to objectively 

describe and reconstruct past events. At the other end of the spectrum, 

literature is set in opposite to history as a pure artful and aesthetic 
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construction totally devoid of any historical content. Defined in this 

manner, history-as-science is concerned with facts while story-as
literature is concerned with pure fiction. With this, not only are story 
and history wrenched poles apart, historical accuracy and narrative 
artistry are also cordoned off as conflicting genres. This dichotomic 
assertion implies that the artful verbal reconstruction of the past events 
necessarily compromises, if not eclipses, the accuracy of the historical 
representation. It is, therefore, not surprising that the identification and 
elevation of the narrative dimension of the OT narrative have 
undermined and underplayed the text as historiography. 

IS THE OLD TESTAMENT NARRATIVE AS 
HISTORIOGRAPHY IN CRISIS? 
We have briefly observed above that recent debates on the historical 
character of the OT narrative continue to polarize history and story 
without any proper and careful definitions of the two. This means that 
"story is played off against history" by the narrative movement within 
the arena of biblical studies. This dichotomization or differentiation, 
however, did not exist before the dawn of the Enlightenment. The wedge 
is the legacy of the institutionalization of the intellectual endeavours 
during the Enlightenment era that deposited the present 
compartmentalization, specialization, and insulation of the academic 
disciplines. Before we attempt to define the character of the OT narrative 
as a historiography, we need to consider the major shifts in the 
methodological approaches to history as an academic discipline since 
the Enlightenment, that have contributed directly and indirectly to the 
attenuation of the confidence in the historical testimony of the OT 
narrative. This excursus will provide a context for us to refine a more 
robust understanding of the OT narrative as historiography literature in 

the next section. 
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The first of these shifts came predominantly from the impact of the 

eighteenth-century Enlightenment paradigms on the continental European 

intellectual consciousness. As reason began to overshadow faith as the 

sole arbiter of truth, the European academic community was endowed 

with an elevated sense of epistemic confidence in human objectivity and 

rationality. Within this intellectually optimistic sphere, modem historical 
studies was established and professionalized as a scientific-orientated 

academic discipline poised, with its array of scientific methodologies, to 

reconstruct and represent objective knowledge of the historical past. 

Subsequently, the famous dictum of Leopold von Ranke, the father of 

modem historiography, "only to show how things really were (wie es 

eigentlich gewesen)" became the predominant paradigm for the nineteenth

century modem historiograpic programmes. The ripple from the impact 

of the Enlightenment scientific objectivity began to radiate beyond the 

boundary of the historical discipline. Eventually, scientific methodologies 

became established as the only means by which direct knowledge of reality, 

whether past or present, can be accessed. In time, biblical scholars also 

began to gauge the historical value of the biblical text by applying the 

rationale of the historical-critical approach. Not only did its characteristic 

insistence and persistence to impose definitions and categorizations 

fragment and atomize the biblical text, but historical criticism also found 

itself in conflict with the text it sought to evaluate and scrutinize. This 

inevitable clash of worldviews resulted simply because the historical

critical notion of reality, conceived and constructed on the assumptions 

and philosophies of the Enlightenment and therefore predominantly 

rationalistic and naturalistic, is essentially foreign to the biblical notion of 

reality that is fundamentally theistic and supematuralistic. The relentless 

uncritical employment of the scientific methodologies by biblical scholars 

within an increasingly secular environment eventually collapsed the biblical 

or theistic worldview into the deistic or naturalistic worldview in the field 
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of biblical studies. With this mindset entrenched, any biblical discourses 

that are irreconcilable with the Enlightenment paradigms, particularly 

biblical narratives that contain accounts of divine causality where God is 

portrayed as the divine creator, carer and actor in history, are invariably 

deemed as unhistorical. With various permutations of these scientific

orientated anti-supernatural grids erected in the field of biblical studies, 

the supernatural elements of the OT narrative were either filtered out and 

discarded as unhistorical or reconceptualized to bring it in line with the 

Enlightenment notion of reality. The OT was further devalued by the 

narrative insensitivity of historical criticism. 

The second of these shifts came as the result of the preference for 

the social-scientific approach to history. Where the historiographic focus 

was once on historical individuals, events, and nations as the significant 
driving forces of history, historical studies eventually turned its focus on 

the macro-driving forces of history. Industrialization, scientific 

advancement, and technological development are seen as driving and 

steering the course of history. With this social science orientation, the 

testimony of OT narrative - which instead focuses on individuals, events, 

and nations - declined as a historical source for the reconstruction of 

Israel's history. However, the negative impact of the alleged driving forces 

identified by various social scientific theories such as Marxism and the 

influence of previously ignored forces has done much to debunk the 

social approach to history as the dominant perspective on history. 
Finally, we must also note the postmodern challenge to the historical 

discipline. The historian Edward Carr, writing in the 1960s, was still 

able to say: "the belief in a hard core of historical facts existing 

independently of the interpretation of the historian is preposterous fallacy, 
but one which is very hard to eradicate." However, the emergence of the 

postrnodem consciousness in the latter half of the twentieth century has 

significantly and successfully challenged and discredited the 
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philosophical foundations of historical criticism. By arguing that all 
historical discourses are inevitably coloured by the historians' subjectivity 

and biases since all attempts to represent the actualities and realities of 

the past by appealing to documentary evidences invariably involve the 

interpretive processes such as the selection and arrangement of past facts, 
postmodernism exposes the objective quest of modern history as 
unrealistic, if not unattainable. From this perspective, all historiographies 
are past facts refracted through the historians' minds. 

However, this scepticism regarding the viability of objective 
historical enquiry was taken a step further by the postmodem development 

within the field of narrative and linguistic studies. Ferdinand de Saussure 
severed the relationship between a word and the object or the idea to 

which the word refers. For de Saussure, languages do not refer to reality 
but rather create reality. This was later taken to the extreme by Jacques 

Derrida whose idea is crystallized by his infamous dictum "there is 
nothing outside the text." This act of liberating the text from the authorial 

intention allows the number of reading or interpretation of the text to 

become boundless. The historical text, therefore, can now be read and 

interpreted in innumerable ways. Since "there is nothing outside the text," 
all histories are, by implication, created and fictional. Positively, this 

perspective has brought the awareness that historians are also necessarily 
narrative artists. Negatively, with fact and fiction no longer 

distinguishable and with the need to distinguish them also vanished, all 
historiographies can now be scrutinized as narrative works. The 
distinction between history and fiction is no longer apparent through the 
postmodem grid. 

From this short survey, we see that not only is historical knowledge 

a debated and complex matter, the pursuit of history itself is also in 

crisis. The continual rejection of past understandings, obsession with 
categorizations, definitions and novel interpretations, and the ever 
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widening interest of historians have only added confusion to the 
discussion and compounded the current impasse. The problems we have 

with the historical testimony of the OT narrative stem from our failure 

to acknowledge its uniqueness and its claims. The crux of the matter is 

that neither the extreme modem scientific objectivity and historical 

certainty nor the extreme postmodem subjectivity and flight to the 

imaginative are desirable. Both fail to encapsulate satisfactorily the 
human experience of reality. Historiography devoid of any didactic 

purposes, ideological biases, and aesthetic elements as propounded by 
the scientific critical approach, is as nonsensical as the alleged 

historiographic impossibility of the extreme postmodems. The illusive 
reality lies somewhere in between the extremes. The historical testimony 

of the OT cannot be understood in terms of our presuppositions. It must 
be considered based on its own unique characteristics and claims. 

RECONCILING STORY AND HISTORY: TOWARDS A 

BIBLICAL UNDERSTANDING OF THE HISTORIOGRAPHY 
OF THE OLD TESTAMENT NARRATIVE 
We will now bring together issues we have left unresolved so far by 

considering the following points. First, does artful representation of the 

past in a narrative form compromise its actualities? Not necessarily, for 

V. Phillips Long asserts that narrative artistry and historical accuracies 
are not two mutually exclusive categories when speaking of the OT 

narrative. He argues that although the writing strategies or narrative 
devices employed in historical and fictional compositions may be the 

same, to regard historiography and fiction as qualitatively identical 

however, is misleading. The antithesis is not only artificial but one that 
confuses form and function. The function may remain constant under 

the most varied forms. Long helpfully illustrates this by drawing a parallel 
between the art of biblical historiography and that of a painting. Although 
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a painter has considerable freedom in depicting his or her subject 

representationally with brush strokes and paints, his or her creativity is 

nevertheless constrained by the subject. Similarly, although historians 

are at liberty to employ a wide range of narrative devices in their 

historiographies, they are nevertheless bound by the actualities of the 

past events they seek to represent. The major difference between a writer 

of history and a writer of fiction is that the aesthetic and creative freedom 

of the former is constrained by the actualities of the subject matter while 

the latter is not bound by any hard facts. 

This notion of a close relationship existing between historiography 

and literature is not foreign to historians themselves. For example, the 
historian John Tosh observes that although 

[m]odem historians are less self consciously 'literary', but they 

too are capable of remarkable evocative descriptive 

writing ... historical narrative can create and entertain through its 

ability to create suspense and arouse powerful emotions ... narrative 

is also the historians' basic technique for conveying what it felt 

like to observe and participate in past events . .. The master of re

creative history have always been the masters of dramatic and 

vividly evocative narrative.2 

He adds: "history is essentially a hybrid discipline, combining the 

technical and analytical procedures of a science with the imaginative 

and stylistic qualities of an art." The fundamental flaw of the biblical 

narrative movement is, therefore, its divorce of history from the narrative 

artistry of the OT narrative - something which historians themselves do 

not do. Furthermore, OT historiography is delivered not only as succinct 

2 John Tosh, The Pursuit of History, 3rd Edition (Halow: Longman, 2000), p. 93. 
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stories but also as genealogies, reports, poems, songs, wisdoms, 

prophecies, etc. Through the choices of vocabularies, the manipulations 

of words and phrases, the dechronologizations and symmetricalizations 

of events, the inclusions of humour and ironies and even the apparent 

contradictions, the OT historiographers communicate. In other words, 

narrative artistry is employed not for aesthetic purposes per se but also 
for communicative purposes. 

Secondly, does the involvement of interpretations nullify the 

testimonies of the historian? John Tosh observes that the "choice ofnarrative 

must be recognised for what it is: an interpretative act rather than an 

innocent attempt at story telling." Long also admits that as it is impossible 

to paint without a point of view, the historian inevitably also writes from a 

vantage point. The historian is, therefore, an interpreter of history. A neutral 

perspective from which history can be recounted objectively by a detached 

observer does not exist. If indeed worldviews, prejudices, ideologies, 

theological and didactic intentions cannot be vacated from any historical 

discourse, to label the OT narrative as historically unreliable because it is 
theologically or ideologically orientated is to ignore the fact that all 

representations of history are interpretations of the past. 

Thirdly, does the involvement of the historian's imagination create 

a fictive past? John Tosh again helpfully observes that "any attempt to 

reconstruct the past presupposes an exercise of imagination, the past is 

never completely captured in the documents which it left behind." The 
task of a historian, therefore, is not only to reconstruct the past but also 

to transpose it. The historian needs to have not only a vision or a grasp 

of the past events but also the imaginative ability to encode or verbalize 

his vision of the past so that he can envision others with this past. In 

other words, if this communication of the past is intended, then an artistic 

judgment is required by the historians with regard to a suitable genre not 

only to accurately represent the past but also communicate the 
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historiographer's intention. As an impressionist painter seeks to depict 

and represent a scene with selected brush strokes and paints, so a biblical 

historiographer needs imagination to employ narrative devices to paint 

a snapshot of history. In this sense, apart from verbal and narrative skills, 

imagination is also of considerable importance to a historian. 

Fourthly, is the representation of a narrow spectrum of past events in a 

narrative form with a plot, i.e. with a meaningful chain of events, merely a 

product of the historian's creative imagination and therefore jeopardizes its 

historical accuracies? Or is narrative an aspect of actuality or reality? Long's 

historiography-painting analogy is again helpful here. As no sound-minded 

painter would include all the subject's details, since it is impossible to do 

so, the writer of history also must decide to suppress or leave out completely 

certain minor features of the past in order to emphasize its major features. 

The historian needs to discriminate between relevant and less relevant 

information. The process of selection inevitably involves simplification 

for the sake of clarity and emphasis. Lang's conclusion is that 

"historiography involves a creative, though constrained, attempt to depict 

and interpret significant events or sequences of events from the past." This 

perspective is again not foreign to the historical discipline. John Tosh 

explains "the historian has to be able to perceive the relatedness of events 

and to abstract from the mountains of detail those patterns that make best 

sense of the past." As a painter of a landscape who views his or her subject 

from a spatial distant may be able to discern major contours and features of 

the landscape not apparent to those in the immediate vicinity of the 

landscape, so a historian writing as one reflecting on past events from a 

temporal distance is not in a disadvantaged position. The historian possesses 

the opportunities to discern, locate, and uncover the narrative shape of the 

p~st that was not necessarily conspicuous to historical individuals. A 

presentation of selected events of the past in a narrative form does not 

necessarily compromise its historical accuracies. Rather, it brings the past 
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into sharper focus. Long concludes that "the historiographical impulse 

implies constraint by the subject, the theological impulse implies point of 
view, and the literary impulse implies aesthetic choices." 

Fifthly, the fundamental defect of the Enlightenment is its arrogant 

anthropocentric or egocentric perspective that begins with "I" instead of 

God. From our survey above, the tendency to privilege the perspective 
of "I", whether in historical or biblical discipline, was widespread. This 

error persists to this day and pervades all spheres of the Western 

intellectual endeavours. Caution, therefore, must be exercised so as not 

to privilege our own notion of reality over that of the OT narrative. In 

other words, the biblical worldview characterized by the relationship 

between the covenantal God YHWH and his covenantal people Israel -

captured predominantly with recurring themes of salvation and judgement 

in the OT narrative - must not be ignored, rejected,. or suspected simply 

on the basis that they do not resonate with our own cherished worldviews. 

Our foundational assumptions of the scientific, social-scientific, 

postmodem, etc perspectives of history, insightful though they may be, 

are foreign to the theistic worldview of the OT narrative. If we are 

prepared to interrogate the narrative with our reason, we must also allow 

the narrative and its unique categories to interrogate our reason and 

perhaps to bring it in line with the biblical worldview. This is not anti

intellectualism but a posture of openness with regard to the claims of the 

narrative. Long correctly observes that the remedy for this anthropocentric 

error involves nothing less than a "radical change of heart and mind 
(what the Bible calls 'repentance')." 

Sixthly, the fundamental weakness of biblical studies as an academic 

discipline is its lack, if not dislike, of theological and didactic concerns. 

The preference for objectivity and neutrality demonstrates that most 

modern biblical movements today, including the narrative critical 

movement, remain firmly in the grip of the Enlightenment paradigms. 
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Iain Provan reminds us that the OT narrative is both a historiographic 

and a didactic literature. For example, the Chronicler was not merely 

recounting the historical rise and fall of the Judean monarchy per se but 

was also re-appropriating selected historical deposits and communicating 

them artistically and theologically to a didactic end for his con
temporaries. Similarly, the historian George G. Iggers observes that 

"every historical account is a construct but a construct arising from a 

dialog between the historian and the past, one that does not occur in a 
vacuum but within a community of inquiring minds who share criteria 

of possibility." 

Therefore, the purpose of writing biblical historiography includes 

the reinterpretation, rethinking, reworking, reordering, re-appropriation, 

and transmission of traditional materials with the intention of making 
them function as a sacred text within the community of believers. If the 
OT historiographic agendum is didactic via narrative artistry, to focus 

on its aesthetic and informing properties without due attention to its 

theological dimension and transforming intention is tantamount to 

distorting and misunderstanding the orientation of the text. The Hebrew 
narrative is not merely a chronicle of occurrences of Israel's past but it 

also interprets history from a theological perspective, recorded with the 

intention to reform the community of faith. 

Finally, the OT narrative as historiography is unique. We will 

consider two major unique features. First, the OT narrative is not merely 
the narrative and historiographic product of the human enterprise. It 
claims to be the vehicle of God's special revelation. It contains a notion 

of reality not accessible to the human rational enquiry as well as 

authoritative divine communications. Its claims, therefore, must challenge 

us to re-examine our perception of reality so that we may adjust it in 
order to bring it in line with the biblical theistic reality. Secondly, the OT 

narrative sits within a Canon, the Holy Scripture of the Church. It is just 
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a portion of a larger corpus of historiography with a grand plot that 

stretches from the creation narrative in Genesis to the consummation 

hope in Revelation. If"the characters are the soul of the narrative," then 

attention must be paid to the central character of the grand narrative, the 

God of Israel, who is characterized in a "fragmentary and varied fashion" 

in the OT, in flesh in the New Testament, and ultimately in glory in Jesus 

Christ - the one the grand narrative that claims to be the beginning, 

middle and the end of the story! 

CONCLUSION 

The portrayal of the narrative artistry and the historical accuracies of the 

OT narrative as two contradictory categories have led to the erosion of 

confidence in the historical reliability of the narrative. We have also 

considered the evolution of the philosophical foundation of the historical 

discipline since the Enlightenment as the other major factor contributing 

to the confusion regarding the OT narrative as historiography. Trouble 

arises whenever foreign categories constructed on non-biblical assumptions 

are deployed to evaluate the OT narrative. A fresh understanding that takes 

the uniqueness of the narrative with utter seriousness is required. The OT 

narrative must be approached with openness to its claim as a didactic 

historiography as well as the revelation of God. 
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Reconciliation: An Integrative 
Reality for Church and Mission 

Peter Rowan 

Malaysia Bible Seminary 

There is hardly a more integrative theme in Scripture than Paul's vision 

of the reconciliation of all things. The cosmic mission of God is "through 

[Christ] to reconcile all things, whether things on earth or things in heaven, 

by making peace through his blood, shed on the cross" (Col. 1 :20). 

Ultimately, the mission of God is about the healing of the created cosmos. 
To be sure, this is a massive theme to contemplate in a brief essay, so we 

will limit our exploration to a particular aspect of the theology of 

reconciliation, underlining its relevance to mission in the local church 

context of Malaysia. 

We should begin, however, with the global context. As the global 

community continues to come to terms with the effects of globalization 

and the threat of global terrorism, many missionaries and church 

communities find themselves in situations ranging from simmering ethnic 

tensions to explosive and life-threatening violence. Amongst Christians 
and politicians alike, the word "reconciliation" has taken on renewed 

interest and urgency. "There can be no doubt," says Christoph Schwobel, 
"that the rhetoric of reconciliation is en vogue in the present. Not only in 

the churches but also in political life reconciliation has become one of 

the key words of current discourse."' Others, reflecting on the world 

1 Christoph Schwobel, " Reconciliation: From Biblical Observations to Dogmatic 
Reconstruction", in The Theology of Reconciliation, ed. Colin E. Gunton (London: T. & 

T. Clark, 2003), p. 13. 
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post-September 11, believe that in no other time in history has the world 

"needed a consciousness of common humanity"2 so much so that "the 

concept of 'otherness'" is said to have become "the defining theological 

issue of our times."3 

It is largely the case, however, that theologians and missiologists have 

not tended to explore the social implications of reconciliation. It is generally 

found that where the theology of reconciliation is examined, the emphasis 

almost exclusively falls on the restoration of the vertical relationship 

between the individual and God.4 But in many key works, reconciliation 

is not even examined. For example, and if we follow the common trend 

for examining David Bosch's Transforming Mission for what it does not 

address, we find that reconciliation is not included in the index and receives 

just a passing comment in the text that it is "a key concept in Paul. "5 

Robert J. Schreiter tells us, "There have been references and echoes of the 

theme of reconciliation in the theological discussion of mission throughout 

the previous century, but it is only in the last decade and a half that it has 

emerged as an important way of talking about Christian mission."6 So 

things are changing. A more comprehensive understanding of reconciliation 

2 Rodney L. Petersen, "Racism, Restorative Justice, and Reconciliation", Missiology 

XXXII, no. l (January 2004): 71. 
3Miroslav Volf, Exclusion and Embrace: A Theological Exploration of Identity, Otherness, 
and Reconciliation (Nashville: Abingdon Press, 1996), p. 9. 
4 Volf surveys both Protestant and Catholic theological works to show how little attention 
is given to the social meaning of reconciliation. The Social Meaning of Reconciliation 
Henry Martyn Lecture, (London: EMA Annual Conference, 1997). Surprisingly, the 
doctrine of reconciliation receives little attention in standard reference works. Surprisingly, 

The Anchor Bible Dictionary has no place for reconciliation! 
5 David Bosch, Transforming Mission: Paradigm Shifts in Theology of Mission 

~Maryknoll: Orbis Books, 1991), p. 394. 
6 Robert J. Schreiter, "Reconciliation as a New Paradigm of Mission" Plenary Paper no. 
14, World Council of Churches Conference on World Mission and Evangelism, Athens 
(Greece), 9-16 May (2005), p. I. 
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has come more clearly into focus mainly as a result of the work of church 

leaders, theologians and missionaries in a number of major conflict zones 

in recent years, particularly South Africa, Northern Ireland, Bosnia and 

Rwanda.7 In the world of mission conferences, congresses and 

consultations, the theme of reconciliation has begun to occupy a significant 

place. For example, in Athens, 2006, the World Council of Churches' 

Conference on World Mission and Evangelism took as its theme: "Come 

Holy Spirit - Heal and Reconcile: Called in Christ to be reconciling and 

healing communities". And the forthcoming 12th Assembly of the 

International Association for Mission Studies will devote its attention to 

"Human Identity and the Gospel of Reconciliation" when it meets in 
Hungary in August, 2008.8 

PAUL AND RECONCILIATION 

There is therefore much evidence that reconciliation is indeed "one of 

the key words of current discourse." But how is it used in the New 

Testament? 9 At this point, a return to Paul is necessary because Paul is 

7 On the theme of reconciliation and mission, see Robert J. Schreiter, Reconciliation: 
Mission and Ministry in a Changing Social Order (Maryknoll: Orbis Books, 2001); 

Kirsteen Kim (ed), Reconciling Mission: The Ministry of Healing and Reconciliation in 

the Church Worldwide (Delhi: ISPCK / Birmingham: United College of the Ascension, 

2005); Howard Mellor and Timothy Yates (eds), Mission and Violence and Reconciliation 

(Sheffield: Cliff College Publishing/ British and Irish Association for Mission Studies, 
2004); Miroslav Volf, Exclusion and Embrace: A Theological Exploration of Identity, 

Otherness, and Reconciliation (Nashville: Abingdon Press, 1996); and John W. de Gruchy, 
Reconciliation: Restoring Justice (London: SCM, 2002). The need of a thorough treatment 

of the theme of peace in New Testament studies, ethics and mission studies has been 

superbly provided by Willard M. Swartley in his book Covenant of Peace: The Missing 

Peace in New Testament Theology and Ethics (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans), 2006. 
8 See also the 2004 Lausanne Movement sponsored Forum on World Evangelization 
which included an Issue Group on Reconciliation whose papers are available in 
Reconciliation as the Mission of God. 
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the only New Testament writer to use reconciliation in a theological 

sense to describe the cross. Ralph Martin is convinced of the importance 

of the theme for Paul: 

Reconciliation ... can be presented as an interpretative key to 

Paul's theology; and if we are pressed to suggest a simple term 

that summarizes his message, the word reconciliation will be 
the 'chief theme' or ' centre' of ~is missionary and pastoral 

thought and practice. 10 

Paul's understanding of the cross in terms of reconciliation is found in 

five important passages in the New Testament: Rom. 5:9-11; 11:15; 2 

Cor. 5:16-21; Eph. 2:11-22; Col. 1:20-23. It should be noted, however, 

that Paul does not portray the cross from the perspective of reconciliation 

to the exclusion of other perspectives. God's saving work in Christ is 

described variously by Paul as "salvation", "redemption", "deliverance", 

9 What follows is not nearly substantial enough in its treatment of this theme. My main 
concern is to point out that something more than the vertical aspect of the individual 
person being reconciled with God is present in Paul's theology and that this has 

implications for our understanding of mission and church. For a treatment of the theme 
of reconciliation in Paul's letter to the Romans, see Haddon Willmer, "'Vertical' and 

'Horizontal' in Paul's Theology of Reconciliation in the Letter to the Romans" in 
Transformation 24 (October, 2007): 151-160. Willmer notes the difficulties of using 
dichotomous language such as "vertical" and "horizontal", and reminds us that "the 

distinction is no more than a tool of analysis in the attempt to understand an integral 
reality which is not to be parcelled out." (p. 151). 
ID Ralph P. Martin, Reconciliation: A Study of Paul's Theology (London: Marshal, Morgan 

and Scott, 1981), p. 5. It has been a much-discussed question as to whether reconciliation 
is at the centre or on the circumference of Paul's theology. There is neither the space nor 

the necessity to pursue this question here, but for an introduction, see Martin (1981) and 
I. Howard Marshall, "The Meaning of Reconciliation", in Unity and Diversity in New 

Testament Theology: Essays in Honor of G. E. Ladd (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1978). 
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"justification", as well as "reconciliation". But since Paul is the only 

New Testament writer to use the word to describe God's saving work, 

we may have good grounds for asserting that "reconciliation" goes to 
the heart of the gospel as far as the Apostle is concerned. 

The picture Paul gives us of reconciliation is wonderfully 
comprehensive and yet we find it underplayed in much missiology 

and ecclesiology. For instance, Paul's vision of the church as a 
reconciling community; the relevance of the gospel of reconciliation 

in overcoming sectarian hatred and ethnic violence; allowing the vision 
of the ultimate eschatological goal of the reconciling of all things to 

shape the way we live as the people of God "between the times". In 

these ways and others, the theology of reconciliation and its social 
implications has a greater part to play in the shaping of our theology of 
mission. Are we too bold in suggesting that no other aspect of the 

atonement, no other picture or concept relating to salvation in the New 

Testament, can be worked out in quite these kinds of social dimensions? 

In contrast, say, to the doctrine of justification? One may talk of being 
justified with God but not of being justified with one's neighbour. 11 

There is surely a profound personal and interpersonal character to the 

doctrine of reconciliation which makes it powerfully relevant in an 
increasingly fragmented world. 12 

11 We should not perhaps press this too far. It is surely wrong to express any Christian 
doctrine in such a way that we neglect its relational and ethical dimensions. The following 

comments from Stephen N. Williams alert us to this danger: "Luther establishes the principle 
of justification by faith, not as a cold doctrine, but as a life-transforming power as we are 

led into living union with Christ. But the seed of faith bears the fruit of love towards our 

neighbour. As Luther strikingly puts it: I must indwell my neighbour by love as I indwell 

Christ by faith. One needs to ponder this formulation. It is nothing less than a doctrine of 

total immersion - total immersion in my neighbour now that I live by faith in God, through 

Jesus Christ." The quotation from Luther is from "Three Treatises" (Muhlenberg, 1960) 

and the full editorial by Williams can be found in Themelios 22: 1, (1996): 2. 
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But the social dimensions of reconciliation have not always gone 

unnoticed. Writing against the background of the horrors of the First 

World War, and after 300 pages in which he has set out the doctrine of 

reconciliation, the Scottish theologian, James Denny, turns to describe 

the power of the doctrine of reconciliation in terms of its social 
dimension: 

The life of reconciliation is a life which itself exercises a 

reconciling power. It is the ultimate witness to that in God which 

overcomes all that separates man from Himself and men from 

each other. Hence it is indispensable to all who work for peace 

and goodwill among men. Not only the alienation of men from 

God, but their alienation from one another - the estrangement of 

classes within the same society, the estrangement of nations and 

races within the great family of humanity-yield in the last resort 

to love alone. Impartial justice, arbitrating from without, can do 

little for them. But a spirit delivered from pride and made truly 

humble by repentance, a spirit purged from selfishness and able 

in the power of Christ's love to see its neighbour's interest as its 

own, will prove victorious in the class of rivalries of capital and 

labour, and in the international rivalries that are now devastating 

the world. It is in its all-reconciling power that Paul sees most 

clearly the absoluteness and finality of the Christian religion. 

The centrality and absoluteness of the reconciliation ... make it in 

the New Testament the basis of far-reaching inferences of every 

kind. 13 

• 1
2 See de Gruchy, Reconciliation, p. 46; John Stott, The Cross of Christ (Leicester: IVP, 
1986), p. 192. 
13 Denney, The Christian Doctrine of Reconciliation, pp. 329-330. 
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It is to some of these "far-reaching inferences" that we now turn, 

particularly in relation to the church as an agent of reconciliation. 

THE CHURCH AS AN AGENT OF RECONCILIATION 
In Ephesians, we find the church to be a multi-ethnic community - God's 

new humanity. Commenting on how the doctrine of reconciliation is 

applied to the Ephesian context and to ethnic problems in the church, 
Ralph Martin writes: 

Bound up with [the] far-reaching prospect of a transnational, 

multiracial Christian community as a novel entity on the world 

stage is the promise that this society mirrors as in a microcosm the 

hope of the world and the universe, at present divided and at odds 
with its creator. 14 

Then in Colossians we are presented with that breathtaking vision of 

cosmic reconciliation (Col. 1:15-20), echoing themes of Romans 8:19-

21, and similar to those comprehensive visions of the Old Testament, 

found for instance in Isaiah 19:19-25; 65, 66, in Zephaniah 3:9, and in 

Zechariah 14:6. Such a future vision must be anticipated in the present, 

specifically in allowing it to shape local churches into communities of 

hope. John de Gruchy's stirring words bring together the themes of 

reconciliation, mission and hope: 

The gospel of reconciliation thus leads directly to defining the 

mission of the Church in the world, namely to proclaim the 

gospel of reconciliation (2 Cor. 5:11-20) and the eschatological 

hope of God's restoration and renewal of the whole creation. 

14 Martin, Reconciliation, p. 232. 
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The Church is God's reconciled and reconciling community, 

God's new humanity, a sign and a witness of God's purpose for 

the whole inhabited universe ... Complete reconciliation is a 

future hope that shapes the way in which we live our lives. 15 

The great eschatological vision in the Old Testament sees not only the 

peoples of the earth coming to Yahweh, but all their achievements, wealth 

and glory, being brought purified into the New Jerusalem, the new 

heavens and new earth (Isa. 19, 60:5; Zeph. 3:9; Zech. 14:6). Somehow, 

all of our human activity and the whole of creation will share in the 

liberating rule of God. There is hope for the world! For Paul, the great 

future vision of reconciliation brings hope for the present. It means we 

can live transformed lives and be agents of reconciliation as we anticipate 

the fulfilment of God's promise that all things will be reconciled to God 

through the blood of Christ's cross. A vision of this magnitude can have 

a transforming effect on our relationships with the "other" . For instance, 

in divided societies, the diversity of a church community united in Christ 

is a powerful testimony as to how the gospel transcends ethnic and racial 

barriers. In other words, a foretaste of God's ultimate reconciling work 

is already present in creation - in the church. And so we now ask how 

this might relate to the Malaysian church in particular. 

THE MALAYSIAN CHURCH: A RACIALLY RECONCILED 
COMMUNITY? 

Having celebrated 50 years of independence in August 2007, Malaysia 

has much to be proud of. But substantial racial integration remains 

illusive. Significant complexities surround this issue but for the purpose 

of this essay, consider the following question: What role do churches 

· have in a divided society in search of racial integration? 

15 de Gruchy, Reconciliation, pp. 55-56. 
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Since Malaysia's independence, many have pinned their hopes 
on the education system to provide the necessary foundations for 

racial integration, and on the local school as a place where such 

integration can be seen in action, preparing each generation for the 

reality of Bangsa Malaysia. 16 But recent research has shown that in 

this aspect, at least, the education system may have failed. 17 Of course, 
it continues to be a worthy goal for a school system to pursue. We 

need to provide our children with contexts in which they can learn to 

interact with their peers from other ethnic groups and to appreciate 

from an early age the rich diversity of Malaysia's multicultural life. 

Research has shown that people who have experienced significant 
"prior interracial contact in schools and neighbourhoods [are] more 
likely, as adults, to have more racially diverse general social groups 

and friendship circles."18 But if schools (and neighbourhoods) are 
. providing only superficial rather than significant prior contact, where 

can the latter occur and where can a racially reconciled community 

be seen in action? One answer, surely, is the local church. But instead 

of functioning as models to the wider society of what reconciled 
communities look like, Malaysian churches are often just as racially 
segregated as the world around them. 

16 For those unfamiliar with the Malaysian context, the phrase Bangsa Malaysia was used 
by the fonner Malaysian Prime Minister, Mahathir Mohammad in 1991 , to express the 
desired goal of national unity. It is the first of nine strategic challenges contained in Vision 

2020- the vision for Malaysia to reach developed nation status. Bangsa is a Malay word 

meaning "race, nationality; belonging to a race, or nationality". Bangsa Malaysia means 
"Malaysian nationality", "Malaysian People" or "United Malaysian People". 
17 See Lee Hock Guan, "Globalisation and Ethnic Integration in Malaysian Education", 
in Malaysia: Recent Trends and Challenges, ed. Saw Swee-Hock and K. Kesavapany 

(Singapore: Institute of South East Asian Studies, 2006), pp. 230-259. 
18 Michael 0. Emerson, Rachel Tolbert Kimbro, George Yancey, "Contact Theory 
Extended: The Effects of Prior Racial Contact on Current Social Ties", Social Science 
Quarterly, Vol. 83 Issue 3 (September 2002): 745. 
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If we agree that reconciliation is at the heart of the gospel, and since 

the gospel transcends the barriers of race, ethnicity and culture, and 

because the church is the most inclusive community on earth, surely the 

local church is to be a community of hope in a fragmented world. As 

Denney puts it: "The life of reconciliation is a life which itself exercises 

a reconciling power." So in Malaysia, the church has the task of not only 

proclaiming the message of reconciliation to all Malaysians, but of 

embodying the concrete implications of that message in its community 

life, so that Malaysians of all races and sections of the community can 

look at a local church and see the gospel fleshed out in a racially 

reconciled group of people who can work, worship and witness together. 

But several objections, or at least concerns, may indeed be raised. A 
response to three of the most common is offered here. 

1. Surely Malaysian society is too diverse for us to expect any sort of 

multiracial, multiethnic local church to take root and realistically 
function? 

Has such a phenomenon happened elsewhere? Can solid examples 

be provided? In response, we would do well to remind ourselves that 

the first-century Mediterranean world in which the church took root was 

arguably a more complex and diverse place than twenty-first century 

Malaysia. We forget the great diversity not just of the first- century Gentile 

world but of Judaism itself. And yet, in such a diverse world, multiracial 

and multilingual Christian congregations were planted and grew. 

Studies of the New Testament churches have provided evidence to 

support the view that many early Christian congregations were multiracial 

and multilingual and that this diversity was intentional rather than 

19 See Paul J. Achtemeier, The Search for Unity in the New Testament Church: A Study in 

Paul and Acts (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1987). Also, Rene Padilla, Mission Between 

the Times: Essays on the Kingdom (Grand Rapids: Baker Books, 1985), pp. 142-169. 
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accidental. 19 In terms of its multicultural inclusiveness, Pentecost was 

no ecclesiastical blip. The Holy Spirit propelled the church in the direction 

already' set in the Old Testament concerning the ingathering of all nations 

into the people of God (Gen. 12:1-3; Isa. 19:16-25; 60; Jer. 12:14-16; 

Zeph. 3:9; Zech. 14:6). What Abraham saw by faith was now reality -

the multicultural, multiracial church. John Stott says of Pentecost: 

"Nothing could have demonstrated more clearly than this the multiracial, 

multinational, multilingual nature of the kingdom of Christ." Pentecost 

therefore "symbolized a new unity in the Spirit transcending racial, 

national and linguistic barriers."20 In their stimulating book, the authors 

of United by Faith underline how the early Christian churches "produced 

a movement for social unity across the great divide of culture, tradition, 

class and race. Ultimately, the unity of the first-century church was the 

result of the miracle of reconciliation .. . "21 Without mincing his words, 

Tom Wright believes that "If our churches are still divided in any way 

along racial or cultural lines, [Paul] would say that our gospel, our very 

grasp of the meaning of Jesus' death, is called into question."22 

2. Does this mean we have to relinquish our cultural distinctiveness? ls 

not a uniracial congregation the best context for the fullest expression 
of my God-given culture? 

Here we should remember that the reconciling of different racial groups 

into one congregation does not inevitably have to lead to dull uniformity. 

Developing a multiracial congregation is not about excluding diversity 

from the life of the church. The aim is integration, not assimilation. 

20 John Stott, The Message of Acts. The Bible Speaks Today Series. (Leicester: IVP, 
1990), p. 68. 
21 Curtiss Paul De Young, Michael 0. Emerson, George Yancey, Karen Chai Kim, United 
by Faith: The Multiracial Congregation as an Answer to the Problem of Race (New 
York: Oxford University Press, 2003), p. 37. 
22 Tom Wright, Paul for Everyone (London: SPCK, 2002), p. 27. 
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In speaking about the gospel of reconciliation, we are indeed 
speaking about a unity in Christ. Nevertheless, reconciliation is not 

homogenization. Part of the uniqueness of the Christian gospel of 

reconciliation is that it unites people of all cultures, ethnic groups and 
languages, while at the same time allowing people to maintain the 

distinctiveness of their own culture. Biblical reconciliation affirms 
cultural pluralism. 

The African scholar Lamin Sanneh has effectively shown that 
Christian mission in Africa and Asia has contributed to the preserving of 

cultures and languages which would otherwise have drifted into 
extinction.23 The main factor enabling such preservation was the 

encouragement given to local people to use the vernacular to express 
their Christian faith. Dictionaries and grammars were compiled and 

published with the effect of breathing life into little known cultures and 

languages. In contrast to Islam, in which Arabic must be accepted as the 

language of faith, and which entails praying towards Mecca and 

endeavouring to do pilgrimage to Mecca, Christianity views all cultures 
as suitable for Christianity to take root in and be expressed through. 
Cultural diversity is celebrated within the Body of Christ, making the 

church arguably the most diverse and inclusive community on earth. 
This raises the issue of identity which can so easily become sacralized, 

with cultural and religious loyalties becoming blurred so that one's identity 
is taken primarily from one's cultural and ethnic group. The Bible clearly 

recognizes the rich diversity of cultures in God's creation and Christians 
can celebrate this within the church. However, Christians are also part of 

the worldwide body of Christ and our local, ethnic identities must come 
under our allegiance to Christ and our bond with believers around the 

world. We need to embody what Vinoth Ramachandra describes as "a true 

23 See Lamin Sanneh, "Pluralism and Christian Commitment", Theology Today, Vol. 45 
(April 1988): 21-33. 
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globality." Describing "globalism" as a "false universalism", Ramachandra 

proposes both Gospel and Church as "true universalism''24 : 

The gospel that creates the Church has a universal scope and 

intent, simply because its content is universal: it announces the 

dawn of God's future for humanity and the non-human creation. 

But this message is articulated and enacted through particular, 

local events. 'The Word became flesh and dwelt among us ' (John 

1:14). Through the incarnation (a unique, local embodiment of 

the global presence of God) and the atoning death of Christ, we 

are united both to God as the centre and also to one another. 

The dividing walls of gender, ethnicity, age, economic class 
and social status are all broken down (Gal. 3:28; Eph. 2: 14-

22) ... Christian conversion involves a new belonging - this new 

global family takes precedence over our biological, ethnic and 

national loyalties.25 

And Ramachandra's point can be further employed in response to the 

third and final objection: 

3. Is not evangelism more effective when conducted by a uniracial 

congregation and when the outcome is the establishment of a uniracial 

congregation? 

There is truth in the oft-quoted observation of Donald McGavran 

that "men like to become Christians without crossing racial, linguistic 

or class barriers."26 From this, the Homogeneous Unit Principle (HUP) 

was developed: that churches should be planted among people who share 

25 Ibid, p. 20. 
26 Donald McGavran, Understanding Church Growth (Grand Rapids: Wm. Eerdmans, 
1970), p. 198. 
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significant similarities culturally, socio-economically and linguistically. 
This kind of thinking continues to influence mission strategies built 

around the people-group concept. Unreached people are classified into 
specific people-groups and the aim is to plant churches among each group. 

But this kind of thinking is flawed both anthropologically and 
theologically. Not only does such thinking reflect the social 

anthropological theory of functionalism which tends to view culture in 
static, bounded categories, failing to appreciate its porosity and how one 

culture interacts and relates to others,27 but questions have also been 
raised as to whether ethnically united churches are really essential for 

evangelism and defensible biblically and theologically.28 Certainly, 

people-group thinking has brought the needs of diverse peoples to the 
attention of the church, and many would agree that working with one 

cultural group is a useful starting point in evangelism. However, in the 

sharing of the gospel itself, and in the discipleship that follows, new 

Christians and young congregations need to know that they are part of 

the multiethnic people of God and, where possible, they should have the 
opportunity to connect with and give visible expression to what it means 

to be part of the global body of Christ. And without this deliberate 
cultivation of "true globality," we are in danger of hindering the church's 
mission of peacemaking. 

If church communities are intentionally made up of people who 
come largely from the same ethnic background, sharing the same cultural 
identity markers, such churches may end up reinforcing divisions already 

27 See Charles R. Taber, The World is Too Much With Us: 'Culture' in Modern Protestant 

Missions (Macon: Mercer University Press, 1991), pp. 94-108; 140-145. 
28 See the Lausanne Movement discussion in 'The Pasadena Statement: A Colloquium on 
the Homogeneous Unit Principle" ( 1977), contained with other Lausanne documents in John 
Stott, Making Christ Known: Historic Mission Documents from the Lausanne Movemellt, 

1974-1989 (Grand Rapids/ Carlisle: Wm. Eerdmans / Paternoster, 1996), pp. 59-72. Also 
Wilbert R. Shenk (ed), Exploring Church Givwth (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1983). 
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present in society. When a church identifies primarily with one particular 
culture, it can lack the capacity to speak prophetically against the idolatry 
of ethnicity. As Chris Sugden somewhere puts it, the gospel is meant to 
create a community marked by a mutuality of relationship where people 
have to find their identity in partnership with others who are different 

from them. But in a church community where almost everyone is the 
same, how effective will that community be in reaching out to those 
who are different and considered "outsiders"? Indeed, how effective will 
they be in identifying with those perceived to be the "enemy"? In short, 
it is difficult for such churches to be agents of reconciliation in divided 
communities. 

CONCLUSION 
The fruit of reconciliation is peace. The followers of the Prince of Peace 
are called to be peacemakers and so to offer the gift of God's shalom to 
the wider world. The ability of the church to exercise a substantial 
peacemaking mission in a divided society is in direct proportion to its 
understanding of the scope of the reconciliation which is at the heart of 
the gospel. The greater our understanding of the breadth of God 's 
reconciling work in Christ, the greater our God-given mission of 
peacemaking will be felt in this broken world. The future vision of the 

reconciliation of all things not only spurs us on in sharing the reconciling 
love of Christ in word and deed with all Malaysians, it must also be 
allowed to shape our present work and witness so that our local churches 
can be communities of hope in every area of Malaysian life, transcending 
the barriers of race and ethnicity and so pointing forward to the ultimate 
reality of the renewed and transformed earth and the recovery of true 
human community. 
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Use of Second 
Personal Pronoun "You" 

in Preaching 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Tie King Tai 

Methodist Theological School 

Many preachers (including this writer) were taught to use the first personal 

pronoun ("we") or third personal pronoun ("they") instead of the second 

person ("you") in preaching. The use of "you" was uncommon in the 

homiletics classes that this writer had attended or taught. This usage is also 

rare as it can be shown in a literature survey on the topic of homiletics. This 

paper attempts to demonstrate the need for using the "you" in preaching. 

USE "YOU" THROUGHOUT THE SERMON 

Adams recommends the usage of the second personal pronoun "you" 

throughout the sermon from introduction to conclusion. His excellent 

explanation is given here: 

A minister stands before God's people neither as an objective 

observer nor in his own right, but as a "man from God" (2 Tim. 

3: 17). He is a keryx (the Greek word for "herald") ... The herald 

is a person with authority, one commissioned to deliver 

messages from God. In the pulpit, therefore, he identifies, not 

1 Major parts of this paper are drawn from this writer's dissertation: Tie King Tai, Essential 
Elements of Relevant Application in Preaching (Unpublished Dissertation, Dallas 

Theological Seminary, 2001). 
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with the recipients of God's Word, but with God; he also 

identifies with the writers of biblical books and with Jesus and 

the apostles whenever they speak in various preaching portions. 

Identify with the right person and you will know how you ought 

to preach. Then, only then, will you be in a proper relationship 

to God and your congregation ... The dominant pronoun in his 
preaching is you ... The prevailing tenses he uses are the present 

and the future. The herald preaches the Bible, not as a book 

. describing what God did or said in time past, but as God's 

present Word to the people of God gathered before him.2 

Adams also gives an exceilent illustration on using the second personal 
pronoun instead of the first person pronoun: 

You are driving down the street and run a red light. A police car comes 

out of nowhere and tails you with light flashing. You pull over. The 

officer gets out of his car, comes to your window, and says, "We went 

through a red light, didn't we? Let's have a look at our licenses. I will 

write us a ticket, and we will have to pay a fine or go to jail." 

"Ridiculous!" you say. 

Of course. But no more ridiculous than some preachers sound. 

The policeman comes with authority. He says, "You went through a 

red light. Let me see your license, etc." He uses the second person 

"you" throughout the unpleasant experience ... Now, tell me, why 

should you accept the authority of God vested in the state and in the 

police officer as its agent and not accept the authority of God's Word 

vested in His church and in its agent, the preacher?3 

2·Jay E. Adams, Truth Applied: Application in Preaching (Grand Rapids, Michigan: 
Zondervan, 1990), p. 27. 
3 Adams, Truth, pp. 30-31. 
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Language is the preacher's primary tool, and he should be thoroughly 

skilled in its strengths and subtleties. A carelessly or wrongly selected 

word may confuse or mislead a congregation.4 The language in preaching 

is contemporary, everyday speech, vivid, concrete, exploding with active 

verbs, simple, and straightforward. This language is to be dominated by 

the second person ("you")5 rather than the third ("they")6 or even the 
first ("we"). 

4 J. Stewart Miller, "Effective Preaching: A Cluster of Conditions", Scottish Journal of 
Theology 36.2 (1983): 229-241, here p. 239. 
5 This writer recommends more research to be done on the usage of "you" in preaching. 

In the humble opinion of this writer, this area of concern in preaching needs to be 
researched and addressed more for the following reasons: 

Firstly, the older people in the congregation may resent the usage of too many "you 's" 
in preaching, especially when the sermon is preached by younger or lady pastors. During 

one of the classes on Homiletics, in which this writer was teaching, four church members 
were invited to share their experiences of listening to sermons so that the students might 

get a feel of what members thought about preaching. The two older members (45-60 
years old) voiced out their resentment towards the usage of "you" in preaching, while 
the other two younger members (late 20's and early 30's) expressed an opposite sentiment. 
That is, the younger ones liked the straightforward style of using "you." 

Maybe a seminar on "The Art of Listening to Sermons" should be conducted in churches 
in order that church members would understand and realize the authority vested in the 

pulpits and that they would be more submissive to the Word of God preached to them. 
Or perhaps another researcher should write a dissertation on "Essential Elements of 
Relevant Application in Listening to Sermons" after this researcher's dissertation on 

"Essential Elements of Relevant Application in Preaching." 
Secondly, in the Doctor of Ministry project that this writer conducted, the older and 

lady pastors used less of "you" even after the teaching seminar (compared with the 

younger and male pastors). Two of them even decreased the number of times they used 
"you" after the seminar! A research could be done to uncover the reasons behind. 

Thirdly,Adams' emphasis on using "you" throughout the sermons should be re-examined 
and re-emphasized (if found necessary) in order that preachers might exercise the authority 
vested in them appropriately, powerfully, yet lovingly (Tie, Essential Elements, pp. 163-
66). 
6 Adams, Truth, p. 107. 
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Adams' emphasis is biblical. Here are some biblical examples of 

sermons whereby the preachers used the second person pronoun in the 
majority. For example, in Matthew 5: 12-26 (NIV) of the Sermon on the 

Mount, Jesus used at least ten second-person "you" compared to thirteen 

first-person and third-person pronouns. In Acts 3: 12-26 (NIV), Peter 

used at least twenty second-person pronouns compared to forty-nine first 
plus third persons. 

Robins.on also states that "the personal pronoun 'you' gives both 

minister and audience a sense of oneness. While 'you' can be effective, 

at other times the preacher will say 'we' because he means ' you and 
I. ,,,1 

He explains that "sermons use direct address. While a wJiter may 
say, 'In their conversations, Christians must be careful of how they speak 

about others,' a preacher will most likely say, 'You must be careful of 
·how you talk about others. "'8 

In a more recent book, Robinson emphasizes that after the 
explanation of the text, "it's appropriate for the preacher to leave behind 

'we' in favor of 'you.' No longer is the preacher representing the people 
to God; he is representing God to the people ... it's you - not you plural 

but you singular - you personally who must decide what you will do 
with the truth you've heard. For the preacher to say 'you' at that point 

isn't arrogant; he's standing apart from the congregation. He's simply 
challenging each listener to make personal application. •'9 

7 Haddon W. Robinson, Biblical Preaching: The Development and Delive,y of Expository 

Messages (Grand Rapids, Michigan: Baker, 1980 & 2001), pp. 184, 192-3. 
8 Robinson, Biblical Preaching, p. 192. 
9 ·Haddon W. Robinson and Craig Brian Larson (Eds.), The Art & Craft of Biblical 
Preaching: A Comprehensive Resource for Today's Communicators (Grand Rapids, 
Michigan: Zondervan, 2005), p. 299. 
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A WORD OF CAUTION 
However, a preacher needs to be careful in using the second person 
pronoun by taking note of at least three things: 

Firstly, he must be sure that he is not "lording it over the flock." 10 

Secondly, he should use examples and illustrations from his own life in 
which he "goofed," failed, or were the butt of some jokes so that the 

congregation will recognize clearly how he makes a distinction between 
him as a person and him as a preacher. Thirdly, he needs to emphasize 

directly, at times, that he is a herald from God by saying: "Don't think I 

have invented this stupendous truth out of the whole cloth. This is God's 

gracious promise!" Or, in regard to rebuke: "Please listen carefully to 
what God says. He's the One who says this, not 1!" 11 

When the preacher, as a herald, uses "you," he does not want to 
abuse or misuse it. Especially in an Eastern culture context such as that 

of the Chinese or lban, the preacher needs to use it discreetly, humbly, 
and wisely. 12 Nevertheless, he needs to make good use of it in order to 

bring across the message directly, personally, and powerfully to the 
listeners. Also, he needs to take note that the word "you" in English can 
be singular or plural. However, it is different in Chinese; there are two 

different Chinese characters for the word "you". The Chinese character 

10 The preacher's relationship with his or her congregation also decides the effectiveness 
of using "you" in preaching. This writer knows of a lady pastor whose relationship with 
her church leaders and members is so good that they actually look forward to her scolding 
or rebuking by using "you." And they serve happily and willingly with her. 
11 Adams, Truth, pp. 29-30. 
12 It would be most effective to use "you" affirmatively or positively. In doing so, the 
preacher commends the congregation in their good points such as "you are faithful in 
your ministry" or "you are most generous in your giving" or "you are most loving in 
taking care of the poor and hungry" etc. 
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in singular is "ni." The plural is "ni men."13 Using the singular "ni" is 

preferable because, again, it is more direct, personal, and powerful. 14 

"Ni" is also preferable because "ni men" sounds judgmental and awkward 

to the ears of the audience as it covers all who are listening but who 
might not need that part of the message. 

CONCLUSION 

Even though many preachers were commonly taught to use "we" or 

"they" in preaching, this paper has attempted to demonstrate the need to 

use "you" in preaching so that the preachers may exercise wisely and 
lovingly the authority that God has given to them in preaching the Word 

powerfully and personally. 

13 On July 27, 2007, after this writer presented this paper to the faculty (consisting of 
both Chinese and Iban lecturers) of Methodist Theological School, the !ban lecturers 
explained that different pronouns are also being used in lban, namely "nuan" for the 
singular "you" and "kita" for the plural "you all." "Kitai" is "we." 
14 As this writer was pondering over the usage of this pronoun during the dissertation 
project, a lady pastor cum qualified trainer of Children Evangelism Fellowship from 
Taiwan came to Sibu, Malaysia to train the local pastors in writing Sunday School 
curriculum materials for children. She also emphasized the use of "you" in singular 
("ni") when they wrote the materials and when the Sunday School teachers taught the 
children. By using "we" or "you" in plural, the children might not be able to receive the 
go"spel message and other messages of God personally. But by using "you" in singular, 
the children would realize that the materials or the teachers were talking to them directly 
and personally. Therefore they would apply the truth in their lives personally. 
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Do We Have to Sing "Amen"? 

INTRODUCTION 

Lu Chen Tiong 

Methodist Theological School 

In issue 541 (4/15/2004) of the Methodist Message, I wrote an article on 

the issue of singing "amen" at the end of a hymn. In the article, I made a 

strong challenge for its discontinuation. Many people have responded 

either positively or negatively to my conclusion. Some were probably 

surprised at my conclusion. Have we been wrong all this while in singing 

"amen" at the end of a hymn? Since the previous article has raised some 

eyebrows, I would like to make a clearer explanation here in order to 

provide a better understanding of the issue. 

MEANING AND USAGE OF "AMEN" IN THE BIBLE 

The word "amen" in Hebrew means "so be it" or "truly." It is a declaration 

of affirmation found in the Old Testament (OT), the New Testament (NT), 

and in the Quran. 1 "Amen" has been adopted in Christian worship as a 

concluding formula for prayers and hymns, and the English translations 

of "amen" include "verily", "truly", "so be it", and "let it be".2 

In the OT, "amen" is commonly used in commands, blessings, curses, 
doxologies, and prayers.3 Fundamentally, it is used to confinn what has 

'"Amen", Wikipedia, the Free Encyclopedia, <http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Amen>. Date 
Accessed: 17/01/2007. 
2 Ibid. 
3 Geoffery Chew and Edward Foley, "Amen," in The New Grove Dictionary for Music 

and Musicians, Vol.l, Edited by Stanley Sadie (New York: Oxford University Press, 
2001), pp. 463-64, here p. 463. 
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been previously said by way of response (Num 5:22; Deut 27: 15-26; 1 Kgs 

1:36; Jer. 11:5; 28:6; 1 Chr. 16:36; Neh. 5: 13; 8:6).4 Another common use of 

"amen" is in the conclusion ofa doxology (I Chr. 16:36; Ps.41: 13; 106:48).5 

In the NT, "amen" is always used with discretion, purpose, and 

meaning. It appears in benedictions, prayers, doxologies, and other 

religious phrasing. There are fifty-four occasions where Jesus used 

"amen" in the synoptic gospels, and all are translated as " truly" by the 

RSV. In most cases, Jesus prefaced some important statements with the 

term, "Truly, I say to y~u?" (Matt 5:18, 26; 6:5; 10:15; 13:17) while all 

the twenty-five occurences of the double form of "amen" ("Amen, 

Amen") in the Gospel of John (John 1:51; 3:3; 5:19, 24, 25; 12:24; 14:12; 

etc) signify the force of the superlative6 and stress both the authority of 

his teaching and his majesty.7 

Paul usually used "amen" in his written benedictions, which appears 

in the body of his letters as well as at the end (Rom 15:33; 16:27; 1 Cor. 

16:24; Gal. 6:18; Phil. 4:20; 1 Tim. 6:16); and following a doxology 

(Rom. 11:36; Gal. 1:5; Eph. 3:21). Both demonstrate a liturgical and a 

literacy usage. 8 John used "amen" q.ine times in a variety of ways in 

Revelation, and the term reaches its climatic application as a name for 

Jesus.Christ, where Jesus calls himself, "the Amen, the faithful and true 

witness" (Rev 3:14). An "amen" concludes the NT at Revelation 22:21.9 

4 Bruce Chilton, "Amen," in The Anchor Bible pictiona,y, Vol. 1, Edited by David Noel 
Freedman et al (New York: Doubleday, 1992), pp. 184-86, here p. 184. 
5 G. B. Funderburk, "Amen," in The Zondervan Pictorial Encyclopedia of the Bible, 
Vol. I, Edited by Merrill C. Tenny (Grand Rapids: Zondervan Publishing House, 1976), 

pp. 127-28, here p. 127. 
6 Ibid. 
7 Klyne R. Snodgrass, "Amen," in Baker Encyclopedia of the Bible, Vol. 1, Edited by 
Walter A. Elwell (New York: Doubleday, 1992), p. 69. 
8 Chew and Foley, "Amen"; and Funderburk, "Amen". 
9 Funderburk, "Amen"; and "Amen", Wikipedia, the Free Encyclopedia. 
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From the above survey, "amen" is used basically in two ways. The 

first usage is as a preface to introduce or emphasize what is going to be 

proclaimed. In this usage, "amen" is always placed at the beginning of 

the statement, not at the end. The second way is used as an act of response. 

This is the response to what has been said by someone else. It is not a 

self-response to what has been said by oneself. Erik Routleyio commented 

that this is the only liturgical use of "amen", and this is of immense 
importance. 11 

THE ORIGIN OF SINGING "AMEN" 
In the fourth century AD, there were heresies which doubted the deity of 

Jesus Christ. To overcome this problem, Bishop Ambrose added the 

Doxology at the end of each hymn to affirm the belief in the Trinitarian 

God, and "amen" was sung at the end of the Doxology. 12 

During the Middle Ages, when congregational singing lost its birthright 

to the trained clergies and musicians, the congregation only responded 

with an "amen" at the end of the hymn to express their accord with what 

has been sung. However, during the Reformation, Martin Luther restored 

congregational singing, and he abolished the former practice of singing 

10 Erik Routley, PhD (1917-1982) was an Englishman, an ordained minister of the 

Congregational Church, and President of the Congregational Church of England and 
Wales (1970-1971 ). Erik held positions in the following: first chair of the Doctrine & 
Worship Committee of the United Refonned Church, visiting professor and director of 
music at Princeton Theological Seminary, professor of church music and director of the 
chapel at Westminster Choir College, Princeton, which he joined in 1975. He was regarded 
as the most influential hymnologist of his generation. See Carlton Young, Companion to 
The United Methodist Hymnal (Nashville: Abingdon Press, 1993), p. 821. 
11 Erik Routley, Church Music and the Christian Faith (London: Collins Liturgical 
Publications, 1980), p. 96. 
12 Loh I-to and Ling Yi Juan, Companion to The New Century Hymn (Taipei: Church 
Music Committee of Presbyterian Church of Taiwan & Church Music Research Center · 
of Tainan Theological College & Seminary, 2003), p. 27. 

" 

. .. ,. 
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"amen." The present implication is that we do not have to reaffirm what 

we have sung by restating "this is truly" or "I agree" at the end of a hymn. 

This non-usage continued to the nineteenth century, in both the British 

and American church traditions. The renowned hymnist, Isaac Watts, the 

Father of English hymnody, and also the co-founders of Methodism, John 

and Charles Wesley, never used "amen" at the end of their hymns. 13 

In 1833, the Oxford Movement was interested in medieval hymnody 

and regarded "the medieval culture alone was the pure, religious culture, 

and medieval hymnody the proper norm for all other hymnody. "14 Thus, 

the translation of hymns was done from Latin to English. Without 

knowing the history, the movement translated the "amen" as well. Also, 

at this time, the musical style of the hymns were "composed for the 

meters of the poetry of the texts, and the amens were usually two short 

syllables added to the final stanza, so the music of the hymn tune did not 

accommodate them. As a result, the doxological "amen" was added to 

the final stanza following the completion of its singing, usually set to 

the familiar IV-I plagal or "amen" cadence. 15 

Consequently, even the most well-known hymnal of its time, the Hymns 

Ancient & Modern, included the "amen" at the end of every hymn. Thus, 

the English Church began singing "amen" again. With this inclusion, other 

mainline churches also picked up the practice. It was not until 1920 that the 

Church of England realized its mistake and thus dropped the "amen. " 16 Soon 

after this, the other churches began to drop the "amen" as well. 

13 Loh and Ling, Companion to The New Century Hymn, p. 27; and Routley, Church 

Music and the Christian Faith, pp. 97-98. 
14 Routley, Church Music and the Christian Faith, p. 98. 
15 Dean McIntyre, "Why Don't We Sing Amens Anymore?" Available on:<http:// 
www.gbod.org/worship/music/articles.asp?act=reader&item=2773&loc_id= 17 ,387>, 
Date Accessed: 17/01/2007. 
16 Loh and Ling, Companion to The New Century Hymn, p. 28. 
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SINGING "AMEN" AMONG THE METHODIST CIRCLES 
In the circle of Methodist hymnody, Erik Routley's book Church Music 

and the Christian Faith had a great impact on Dr Carlton C. Young, the 

editor of the 1966 and 1989 United Methodist Hymnals, and other editorial 
members. Thus, they followed the trend by dropping the "amen" in order 
to reclaim their Methodist heritage and practise a more Christian way of 
hymn singing. The practice of adding "amen" to hymns in the United 
Methodist congregations has almost totally disappeared, and it has ceased 
to be an issue. 17 

Most of the English-speaking congregations of the Methodist Church 
in Sarawak are using The United Methodist Hymnal (1989), thus the 
singing of "amen" is not an issue. However, the Chinese-speaking 
congregations are still using the Hymns of Universal Praise and the 
singing of"amen" at the end of a hymn is a common practice. Now with 
a proper understanding of the meaning and the historical background of 
singing "amen," we need to reflect further on this issue. Dropping the 
singing of"amen" is a sensitive issue, and it could even come as a shock 
to many congregations. However, we need to be aware of its historical 
development, and reflect on this issue so as to be able to sing "in spirit 
and in truth." 

WHEN TO SING "AMEN"? 
When should we sing "amen" and when should we drop "amen"? Dr 
Young recommended the following guidelines in his Companion to The 
United Methodist Hymnal: "With the exception of the end of prayers 
an.d doxological stanzas or where the composer has written the music 

17 McIntyre, "Why Don't We Sing Amens Anymore?" 
18·Young, Companion to The United Methodist Hymnal, p. 139. However, it seems that 

he does not always follow his own suggestion. There is inconsistency in the use of these 
guidelines. In the United Methodist Hymnal, "amen" is sung only in the Doxology 
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for an amen, the amen is recommended for deletion."18 In my 

correspondence with Dr Young, he said: 

... .if you will re-read pages 581 in the Companion, you will see 

in Routley 's and my views there is no theological justification 

for adding amens to all hymns. In the instance of SE Asian 

Protestant churches it's a practice that missionaries at the close 

of the 19th century and into the mid-20th century thought correct 

and worshipful, and planted it into the psyche of new Christians. 

He further commented that "If adding amens strengthens a church's 

congregational singing, and contributes to the growth of corporate and 

individual piety and prayer life, then they should be sung." 

If so, why sing them at the end of all hymns? For a really bad use of 

the "amen", ~ee the penultimate line of"Praise to the Lord, the Almighty" 

that reads in English, "let the amen sound from his people again." Singing 

another "amen" at the end of that hymn, dynamic level mezzo piano or 

piano, seems redundant and perhaps absurd. 

I fully agree with what Dr Young has said. In one of the Methodist 

Theological School (MTS) Faculty meetings, some of the lecturers also 

pointed out that the singing of "amen" has become an expression of faith, 

for it unites people in harmony and reaffirms what has been sung. For 

Christians who have been singing "amen" ever since they joined the church, 

they will feel lost or that something is missing or incomplete psychologically 

and sentimentally if it is dropped. Under these circumstances, we should 

(UMH 70,71, 82, 91,95, 651), Lord's Prayer (UMH 270,271), and music pieces specially 
composed for the "amen" (UMH 184, 668, 692). As I corresponded with Dr Young 
about this inconsistency, he responded in an email on 28/1/2007 admitting that the 
guidelines are not always observed. 
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sing "amen" as Dr Young has recommended. However, it is not appropriate 

for all hymns. So the pastor or worship and music leader should decide 

when to sing "amen" or and when not to. 

The Hymns of Universal Praise (1977 edition) indicates that the 

word "amen" printed in the usual way after hymns of prayer and praise 

serves as a form of direct address to God; whereas after other hymns, 

some people consider its use as not so appropriate, and so it is placed in 

parentheses. 19 However, most of the church members sing "amen" all 

the time regardless of the suggestions. 

The Hymns of Universal Praise (2006 edition) which was released 

recently seems to follow the same recommendation as The United 

Methodist Hymnal. However, there is no explanation on the use of"amen" 

in the preface. With this new edition of the hymnal, I think the common 

practice of singing "amen" at the end of the hymns will be changed. 

However, since most churches might not be using the new hymnal, it 

means the issue of singing "amen" will continue for some time! 

SUGGESTIONS ON HOW TO DROP "AMEN" 
If you have decided to drop the singing of "amen" at the end of a hymn, 

you will need to explain the biblical meaning of "amen" and the history 

of singing "amen" to the congregation before you take any action. You 

should also convince the congregation why and when they should drop 

the "amen." The explanation could be done in the following ways: make 

the announcement before the worship service, print the announcement 

in the church bulletin, conduct seminars and workshops to educate the 

whole church, and teach through the pastor's preaching from the pulpit. 

During hymn singing, when the end of a hymn is reached, the pianist 

or organist, and the worship and music leader can purposely sustain the 

19 Hymns of Universal Praise (Hong Kong: Chinese Christian Literature Council, 1977), Preface. 
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last note of the music for an extra two beats or more in place of singing 
the "amen." 

CONCLUSION 

"Amen" is a strong biblical expression with different specific usages. 

Singing "amen" at one time in the church was an act of response. 

However, as the context has varied, singi!)g "amen" was no longer 

required after the Reformation period in the Protestant churches. But 

due to a historical "mistake" that crept in during the time of the Oxford 

Movement, the practice of singing "amen" at the end of the hymn has 

continued and persists till today. Furthermore, we have seen that there 

is no theological basis for singing "amen" at the end of every hymn. 

Since we are singing from the bottom of our hearts, we do not have to 

pronounce again an "amen" which would mean "I agree with what I sing." 

Today, as we have learnt from its historical development and usage, it is 

with God's wisdom that I recommend that we learn to drop the singing of 

"amen" at the end of most hymns and know when to use it at other 

appropriate times. This will ensure that we return to a more Methodist and 

more Christian way of expressing our faith through our singing. 
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Train Up a Child: 
A Re-examination of Proverbs 22:6 

Hoo Sing Hang 
Methodist Theological School 

This is a familiar verse for many of us, especially when we talk about 
parenting and how to train up a child from the biblical perspective. The 

verse is usually translated more or less as follows: "Train a child in the 
way he should go, and when he is old he will not depart from it."1 As 

such, this verse seems to say that if parents are able to train their children 
in the right way (God's way), then they will not go astray, even when 
they reach adulthood. 

However, in Hebrew, there is no equivalent for the English word 
"should." If translated literally, the clause "in the way he should go" 
should be "according to his way."2 

Furthermore, the verb "train" in Hebrew is literally "dedicate."3 In 
this context, the dedication implies continual training with emphasis on 

' This includes most of the common translations like NIV, RSV, KJV, and NASB. 
2 Cf. Derek Kidner, Proverbs (TOTC; Leicester: IVP, 1964), p. 147; Douglas Stuart, 
Old Testament Exegesis: A Handbook for Students and Pastors, 3"' ·ed. (Louisville, 

Kentucky: The Westminster Press, 2001), p. 43. See also a discussion on this issue by 
Gordon P. Hugenberger, "Train Up a Child", in Gary D. Pratico and Miles V. Van Pelt, 

Basics of Biblical Hebrew Grammar (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 200 I), pp. 284-5. Bruce 
K. Waltke translated the clause as "according to what his way dictate." See Bruce K. 
Waltke, The Book of Proverbs: Chapters 15-31 (NICOT; Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2005), 
p. f94. 
3 In other occurrences in the Old Testament, the verb refers to dedicating a house (Deut. 
20:5) or a temple (1 Kgs. 8:63; 2 Chr. 7:5). 
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inauguration and consecration. In the book of Proverbs, this refers to the 
moral and religious teachings.4 

Thus, a more literal translation of the whole verse goes like this: 
"Dedicate a child according to his (own) way, even when he is old, he 

will not depart from it." As such, the verse serves more as a solemn 
warning rather than a promise.5 The main point of the verse is that if a 
child is left on his own, for example, if he is allowed to be selfish in 

dealing with others, he will remain as such even when he becomes old.6 

Seen in this light, the teaching is presented in a sarcastic manner, 
which is not uncommon in wisdom literature such as Proverbs.7 In other 

words, the verse emphasizes the importance of discipline. Another verse 
has a similar meaning: "The rod and reproof give wisdom, but a child 

left to himself brings shame to his mother."8 

However, as noted by Douglas Stuart9 , since this involves a familiar 

verse, usually the modem translations will try not to deviate from the 

traditionally accepted wording. After all, the traditionally accepted 

wording is theologically sound. I presume that is one of the reasons why 
most of the modem translations continue to keep it. Another reason is 
the fear that people will not buy a Bible in which the wordings of their 

favourite verses have been changed. 10 If you continue to adhere to the 

traditional view on this verse, it is alright. 

4 Waltke, The Book of Proverbs: Chapters 15-31, p. 204. 
5 Hugenberger, "Train Up a Child", p. 285. 
6 Stuart, Old Testament Exegesis, p. 43. 
7 Hugenberger, "Train Up a Child", p. 285. 
8 Prov 29:15. Quoted from the RSV Bible. 
9 Stuart, Old Testament Exegesis, p. 43. 
'°° See Stuart, Old Testament Exegesis, p. 43. This is attested by one of my former lecturers, 
Dr Graham Ogden, a retired Old Testament scholar as well as a traqslation consultant 

with the United Bible Society (UBS), who mentioned another similar case in Isa 7: 14. 
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In translating the Bible from its original languages (mainly Hebrew 
for the Old Testament and Greek for the New Testament") into another 

language, there are some occasions whereby the translation may not be 

that accurate; but we should not doubt the authority of the translated 
Bible as the inspired Word of God, for throughout the different parts of 

the world, many lives of different people groups have been saved and 

transformed through the different translated versions of the Bible. 

11 Both are quite different from modern Hebrew and modern Greek. 
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#, Sanders it 4:f i!-fr-J-i£-* .R ~ :i±J;t# #c.~~ fr-] 18 iYi.~.Jifr .i.* 
fr-J-1:fi!-.i.~~-"*"-~ . ~k~~~~Smd~Aili "a 
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i!-fr-J¾*ft-J~A. ~*"4:fi!-.:z...:r..".~r-.-ft-1:fi!- . ~ 
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~ ~ a:k.•Jlil ~ !k i . 27Dunn** 1 ~.:l,tf. ".~i~.-ftJJ" fr-] 
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7-9, 12; 5:2r, 6, 11; 6:12r, 15), ·~~4n#J~-Wtl (jJo 

2:12-14) .!§ ~-tc-.t El ( 7104:10) ;$:.~I~1f1¾-lf #J:it~Jl;j)ij 

25 Dunn, "New Perspective," pp. 186-188. 
26 Dunn, "New Perspective," p. 200. 
27 Dunn, "New Perspective," p. 201. 
28 ;ff *Dunn fo}j".t,ll!: ~ "#':*Z.:L • ~it¾, ~ "Works of the Law and Curse of 

the Law (Galatians 3.10-14)," in Jesus, Paul and the Law: Studies in Mark and Galatians 
(London: SCM, 1990), pp. 215-236; "Yet Once More - 'The Works of the Law': A 
Response," Journal for the Study of the New Testament 46 (1992): 99-117; "4QMMT and 
Galatians," New Testament Studies43 (1997): 147-153;"A Response to Peter Stuhlmacher," 
in Auferstehung-Resurrection: The Fourth Durham-Tubingen Research Symposium, eds. 
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29 Dunn, "New Perspective," p.191. 
30 James D. G. Dunn, The Partings of the Ways: Between Christianity and Judaism and their 

Significance for the Character of Christianity (London: SCM, 1991), pp. 28-31. 
31 Dunn, "Works," p. 223. 
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34 Dunn, "New Perspective," p. 198. 
35 · Dunn, "New Perspective," p.197. 
36 Dunn, "New Perspective," p. 197. 
37 Dunn, "New Perspective," p. 198. 
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i--lM:-ic,a~«k•zj-fllgJM..~.j-*· 83C. K. Barrett #-t~ tl: Sanders 
,t-4 T ~ ~ ~~ tl: flIDJM...z. ~ .j-,ti a~1f 14Ht. 84-?t:½, Seyoon 
~m~M..$~.:½~~~1'~~*1~~~-!71:.k•~~-~M 
zj-·M,_~~-. ~~~. ~#fftl:~±~~~~~.-ft,(f."~½ 

79 ~fl-.Jf9- m Hagner, "Paul," p. 86; ~;f;..4hi40r)j'J1J :J:: a~ Avemarie(r-J }j,i-. 
'° ~fl-.Jfll m Hagner, "Paul," p. 86. J,y..,i-,lSolomon Schechter, Aspects of Rabbinic 

Theology (London: Macmillan, 1909; reprint, New York: KTAV, 1968), p.15. ~ I }fj a~-it ,l 
ft.½(r-J m 1f", Akibaa~-it,l: "The world is judged by grace, and yet all is according 
to the amount of work." 

•1 ~fl-.Jfll m Hagner, "Paul," 86; it ~O!JJ!I:. ,¾ ii.40r)j' J1j :J:: b~Avemarie(r-J }j,i-. 
82 Seifrid, Christ, 16. 
83 i.i!iiOO'Jit,: (('5 ~-¾ ( ~,j:) )) , 136. 'it~J)t)},y..,i-W. Horbury, "Paul and 

Judaism," Expository Times 90 (1978-1979): 116-118. 
"' Barrett, Paul, p. 80. 
85 

· Kim, _Paul, pp. 144-152. Kimr}j' ½ Jjlj b~J]f ~~Martin Hengel, "'E. P. Sanders" Common 
Judaism,' Jesus und die Pharisiier," in Judaica et Hellenistica: Kleine Schriften I (WUNT 
90; Tiibingen: Mohr, 1996), pp. 392-479, especially p. 394; Mark Seifrid, Justification by 
Faith: The Origin and Development of a Central Pauline Theme (NovTSup 68; Leiden: 
Brill, 1992), pp. 78-135; Friedrich Avemarie, "Erwahlung und Vergeltung: Z ur Optionalen 
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€r-J it~" ( perfection of way) J:.. 86Klyne R. SnodgrassJ!...r m 
;}~ -tsariders,(f.utAti:.iflk.J:.~ r "i:€r-J1'li, l!p \IJ Jl:.-i~.1'!-*;Jt.,tJi]f 
~~~€r-Jk*, ~~k~Jt~~~€r-Ji:.**iJt~Jl:.*~· ~~ 
*1f-€r-J, Seifrid #4~-tSanders¾. ;J!t J:. ",@.i'-J" a'-J HR1tffi ::t *I~ 
ft.:k.•a'-J#t.,~~.t. 88 

~~, ~ii.~€r-Jk, Sanders *5~~~~,(f.Jt:.Ji]f~~JU'-Jft. 
:k.klik.t, ~~M~~~~~f#M~€r-JM~k~#t.€r-J~~* 
*· ~~~, ~~~~~*z#*,(f.~4~1z~k~~~ 
"~ kri :k.•# Ji1] :kf (r-J 1\ ~,, . 89 ~ ~, Sanders t:, ~-it II}] Jt 
~€r-Jk~-t:~~~~~~€r-Jft.:k.•*•~~, ~~k~~*~ 
~ 1§-!t:k..tf.a'-J#t.,@.~.t~*a'-J,$•. ~Jtt, ¾;}~;}t Sanders ,t-~ 
1~~~~€r-Jft.:k.~-k~~~€r-J. %~~' .¼filMM-t:M 
Sanders5~~$*A~-it(r-J~itt-ic..~, ~ Charles L. Quarles -1:M 
Sanders Ji)f -~ ~ (r-J m.Aboth 3 .1691-;)t ~ J J A½, 1.!!Jt k ~ ~ Jtt 
~.ffi~SandersJi]f ~JJi!.(r-J "ft.:k.•*•~~--~j'-J,ft~" 17i~k 
-,t kfo]-;-. ¾.k ~ ~ Sandersfi)f~~.t€r-J1t:iftzr i.f..,t1.k4!k.~a'-J 
•~, n~~Jtt., Jt~~~€r-JM*€r-J~~~~k~~t~€r-J. 

Strukture Rabbinischer Soteriologie," New Testament Studies 42 (1996): 108-126; Charles 
L. Quarles, '"The Soteriology of R. Akiba and E. P. Sanders' Paul and Palestinian 
Judaism," New Testament Studies 42 (1996): 185-195; Graham N. Stanton, "The Law of 
Moses and the Law of Christ," in Paul and the M'>saic Law, ed. James D. G. Dunn (WUNT 
89; Tiibingen: Mohr, 1996), pp. 99-116, especially pp. 104-106; Mark Adam Elliott, The 
Survivors of Israel: A Reconsideration of the Theology of Pre-Christian Judaism (Grand 
Rapids: Eerdmans, 2000). 

86 )J!i•Yf~: {(~ J!i~)) ' 1370 
87 Klyne R. Snodgrass, "Justification by Grace - To the Doers: An Analysis of the Place of 

Romans 2 in the Theology of Paul," New Testament Strtdies 32 (1986): 72-93, here 77. 
88 Seifrid, Christ, p. 15. 
89 Sanders, Paul, pp.421-422. 

~ ~•~Rh&~~-~-~-~~~~~~. ~~~t~~ak•&az 
-, ~i!!:.;r-,m.ii;Jfz-il~~,(t. ~..ffitlffilz~r. ~il.1iMJ.p: «Y l!i~», 137. 

91 Sanders ~k-~A~ it m. A both 3.16~ ~ h #..iAh :i!Jbc.~;f-J(. ~ b. Sanh. 
8la.ff}]£~*.fJ, mill..5k.fdit.-l±, -l-.f.$v);flt41; ~Sanders, Paul, 139, 
Charles L. QuarlesiAh Sanders ii~ 5.li!,J.)ff tt.~.. ll;J ii!:. 1t$1f.:i!.Jlic.~; ~ Quarles, 
"Soteriology," 185-195. 

92 Sanders Ji}f#t:fJi!.~ak:zifilt!!.~t:!-~. ik.~'f"-fh~Ben Sirach, I Enoch, Jubilees, 
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-1f-¼ , "-~ ~ ,ft jJ " )t.)t it ". ».." -tt ;it~ - ,,t_ al.] ~ *. 
~...- " m .!J.. " "" 1,t-. L- .!J..,, "'ITT • l.11- " ro di, ,, " ~lhA m 4h 1J.. .:k- ✓.;;_ 
-"C.~ l'!l /'J ,~ ~'J 1"T /'J 1'7u1.1l'- -~~ ~.IZL. ,~ :--; R'J JJc..1:::r.:, 

ITT] "H /;J " !R1J ;it* WI ,ff. Jt. t al.J ~ --=-* f1 • lfl ]}I:., "-~- t~ H /;J " 
5!.!t isr ,,t.5.t~ ~ ,,t_ "J@i».." al.it ~•ti. it iif YA».. Dunn ,(f.Jt. -1 lb 
i~*t~i "D~H#*isr;t.Jta:k..ttal.i*~#~"~~~ 
~ . ~]}I:.~, ~¼~R/;J "M~al.i*»--"~"&~ff/;J"m½ 
•Atkal.i~-. itltlfl/;J~~"&~H/;J"m~***~~ 
•3z*, -it-tt~•~•"&~H~"m•~••~3~~ 
•a1.i•~ lfl]}I:., ~¼~~"*Y~m"al.J~#¼-tt~½~~ 
Kim~ Mf .ft. J:t i 3 :6 al.J-i¼*, t!p :ii( i.i Bi k lb ~ ~ J:. a~ -:f= 1t al.i 1J 1 
~#*z*»--al.i~*JL"~~~•~~al.i~~~••3~~• 
al.] 1; ~•ti~.f1]*,11i. ". 94 

~fA, Donald A. Hagner al.i;t*-ttlt~Z.,~4al.i . ,ft!!, 

-it: "18 t~al.i*.tt ... ~ilt-,tit,~*ITT]~ltit~ f-H/;Jz~a~ 
*;;ft; ~ :i±, ,(f. ~,t ~ ffi al.J af J!JJ , ... a :k. A~ f-1-f * al.] 1t + ~ jlj 
r ~ a1.i 51 J.t, ... ITT] ,t£ it#~ ~.J&. rJ:J , * * lflt1-¥- t ,(. ,fi:. .1. Jt ~ Jt 
/;J*al.i . ~tA, ak.tt~l8~-•~*, a:k..tt~**•Mal.i 
-•~-,,t.#~&*, -lt~#*al.iD~~&*~J:.ffl.-lt 
1r<.. iif 1ltal.J. "95 ltii "t z, Hagner --}f wi ~~ ,,t.ak.tt;it-,t,~* 
al.] * ;;ft, - Ji - "7i tf1 .Jip YA a :k. ;;ft /;J " ~ $~" ITT1 4 f "J.! -it" al.J * 

.tt~,,t.z. •-tz, »..J.t~~#•*~· ak.tt~&*al.i*l 
ltisr;t.al.J, iiflt, »--~•*•• ~Aiif~~~akA~½!fl/;J 

The Psalms of Solomon and IV Ezra.Jt~,!, 3/£..,&..µ:.ttX.i!lthe Mishnah, the Tosefta, 
the Babylonian Talmud, the Palestinian Talmud, the Mekilta of R. Ishmael, Sifra, Sifre 
Numbers, Sifre Deuteronomy, Reconstructed Tannaitic Midrashim, Aboth de Rabbi 
Nathan and later Midrashim. 

93 Dunn, Romans, pp. 1-8, 97; ijj Jf) {r-J-i6-Jt.1(,:tf-a~ m-it, Dunna~-i6-;.,l: "Emphasis on 
doing the law was of course characteristic of Judaism". 

94 Kim, Paul, p. 151. ij j Jfl Kim ro G {r-J-it: as perfectly as possible so as to need repentance 
and sacrifices as little as possible. 

95 D. A. Hagner, "Paul and Judaism: The Jewish Matrix of Early Christianity: Issues in the 
Current Debate," Bulletin for Biblical Research 3 (1993), 111-130, here 117. ffj-ij:-ijj ro i.!!i 
iiti;J,J,: "°1 l!i.:f¼", 136, i.i9. 
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~~ J!;J-;t mi X ~ *:ff.#lt-t-.f.~*#'1.JL 96 J!;J tt, Hagner11 Jf] 
C. K. Barrett a'-J~-iJL-iftl.. Sanders, -ii: "1\t,l--'},ffl-i! gJ G tl::. 1f; 
--t!t-~c. a'-] -!it k :ff..f_ 1 M-* 1 a'-] j ¼. "97 ~mi, £ -f Sanders a'-] #J 
~,t~~~-. mi~,l~~--. ~~. ~#a'-Jff~,l~¾~ 
a'-J . 

1iA.ff-$la'-],l, A.AndrewJ:?asit ",~~-fr;l;" Jifrft:.-Ba'-J 
~S: -*~, -fttR~ "&~ff;l;",t-!tk:ff.~*-~~; ~ 
-*~, -ftt~R;l;*Jm•t~-!tk:ff.,t-+#*~~a'-J* 
a . 1ttff:.-B~*J~£fzffi, ~~~~~~&~;l;~a'-Ja 
k~•~*~•z~Mr. ~~. *1ttmi~, -!tkAa'-J~~z 
*~~,t•ff#*, .t_,t~*•ff#*. •~z, ~*Ja'-Jm 
•t, ~k:ff.,t-+#*~~~*•· %~,t, *g¼mii, 
fy~*1~~£fffi•¾~kAa'-J"&~ff;l;"m, ~~~~ 
1tt+ AJJil.•a'-J tk.3t, mi Das¥; .:ff1~11?1. f--it a}] 1 * 1 ~-ft£ f z 
ffi, ~M&~~~a, ~¼~~T~~~~~-ftt~ll&•~ 
a'-JJJil.•Ei•ig.•:tl!.*. 

~ -* ~, i½J -f "1* 1 ·tiPJil." a'-] 1& ~ ¼, JG .1--,l.Dunn 
:tPWrighHl-iftl1* 1 a'-J .,g..l,j ~*-~ -;ta'-] ~~•r±, - ~-t:i 
-:t "1* J .i}j-JJil." a'-J ~½ ~iflt.t~ 4t$l 1& iJ.;§ ~*• ( two-covenant 
approach) . • ~ z, -!tkA..Ei Yj-.JjSA~~ ~ ~ a'-J1.ff~zii, 
•***"&~ff;l;", ffi½*•~•£f. •~~. ~-'}JJ.;§ 
~:i!-~..iE,l Stendahl_ Markus Barth, John G. Gager :tP Lloyd 
GastonJifr.ti~/2l.;fUil-Ja'-J . 99P&mi, ~l'.:.t1j";ta'-],t, ~~,l.Dunn 
a'-J~¼. ~,t)!;J;l;JJ.;§~:i!-Ei "*J.ilj-m"~~~~a'-JW~~ 
ilmi•. ·•·*~kA:tP~.JJSAzMa'-J~~. ffi¼~-~* 

96 Hagner, "Paul," pp. 87-88. 
97 Hagner, "Paul," p. 88; C. K. Barrett, Paul: An Introduction to His Thought (Louisville: 

Westminster/John Knox, 1994), p. 78. 
98 Das, Paul, pp. 6-7. 
99 Stendahl, Paul, p. 2; Markus Barth, The People of God {Sheffield: JSOT, 1983); John C. 

Gager, The Origins of Anti-Semitism (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1983); Gaston, 
Paul. 
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7·~~~JJ:-+~akA~~#A~M•A~#&~~~
-1¼-¼, Dunn~~-it-The Partings of the Ways-~ t RA i -it-..n'..Jh 
~ Jl: ff;#; itl~, mi Jl: lf!- - .ii~. 100 Ji}f v.-Z, Hagner jij #: Dunn ~ 
•*~-it-fflfo~~lf!--.i!~~~. ~A♦AfM-. ~ 

-~. ·~-~JJ:, * 1~~"*7-~"~•·· ~ 
~i~ffl~1~Hqoor-~ffl~RJ-~~~akaJJ:-+ &~~~•-~mi, ~m~~~~Jl:*7ffl~•~akAz~ 
~3RAt¾ "1* 7 #5(,t" • ip-1,~ 3R-i>L, Thomas R. Schreiner {1,j tl: 
10 i1.M..3R-~i.bkAf* .i.:x.., _gJJ: 1*7 at~~akA;Jtf-z:fJL \if1, 
i~~j!J#=* .i.:x... 102-1¼-¼, Colin G. Kruse~}~. ",!!#J{t 
j/J"~~~JJ:t-~~~a*•~•~~. ~"~*7~m• 
t, it f ~~ ~ at1\a~akA ... E,fl.~.i!i'Q1t9f v--Z !:..ft1*** 
;f,r-:x..~~m-t". 103 ~-tz, ~~••~t¾ "1*7#5(-t" JJ:l!lj!J 
*7ffl~~~aka~JJ:&~~~•. miJJ:1**.i.:x..~~•
~~~A~~a-*7~m~ffl~ili~~-+••••· fy" 
1-f*Z..I." . 

2.2 "~f*ZI" 
~ "*7#m"~ili1 "1**z1."~~:x..z~. 

it f ~Jt "1* 7 #5l.lt" ~ !':f ¼ ~~~ tl: ~111 ~ JtM-. Peter 
S tuhlmacher -iA j/J "$ * z ..I." tlH~ JJ:#c- ,ij{{-fc.;µ. Ji}f ff a~ ..I. 
( works performed in accordance to the Torah) , mi1* 7 ~;ct 
"1-f*Z..I."Jl:II;lj/J~~~~j/J~:x__~~~- ~ - ~~Jl:II;lj/J 

~~~~*~-A~~~~•ff1**, ffl~ , ~*a•~at, 
-~!:i!..ft1**JiJr1-¥-.f1J a~ :x..•¾fllJ1J;JtJJ:.$l~fl~ . 104 C. E. B. 

100 Dunn, Partings, p. 250. 
101 Hagner, "Paul," p. 83, note p. 34. 
102

- Schreiner, Law, p. 93, n.2. 
1113 Kruse, Law, 241;~1 Jt] {i]-if;}l !l,;tt a~ m -if-, Krusea~-if;Jl:.: "In Paul's view, many Jews 

of his day .. . had fallen into the trap of believing that justification could be attained by 
carrying out what the law required". 

'°' Stuhlmacher, Revisiting, p. 43. 
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Cranfield #.ff~ tf al.J~*. #..-tij tl:: "#t*.z...I.." Jt. llsj)ll»f M.#t* 
Ji}f •.f1J a-!;4t§i.Jt.fi. ( a privileged status earned by obedience to the 

1~), ~*JL~"#t*.z...I.."¾llsl~A~-~ffi~~¾T£ 
½J~PiRl#t*al.J1it/J . 1051i11 ~ z, #..1fl:ifi,l~ "#t*z..I.." 1=j.fr 
#t*-1f.1L-fial.J*~, ~1:iJJt.!..-t "•t" (quantitative) a-!; 
~llsl~&..~ "#t*Z..I.." a~. 106Jtr.7r, Schreinedtltl:: "#t*z 
..I..".:}ija~Jt..ft4f*rJr4r-+¥J (doing what the Law commanded). 

~#.,~~*J~~Jt.!..-t"•t " al.Jllsl.~&..~"**.z_ 
..I.." , #., ~ flt-lt!..-t ",ti,t" ( qualitative) a~ llsl • ~ &..)(t 
"4f*z..I.." . •-t z, *1 L_j(t ",ff*.z...I.." a-!;~ lls!Jt.: 

-, LA~~~ffl.ffal.J#*; ~, ff#*-ff~~-al.J~~, 1=i 
llsl 1-t;f;t, 5l '/sf it.~ lW!,. 1071J-:t", :k ~1x. i,l~ "1* J-$.lj'}.t" ~ "# 
*.z.1.."al.J~:x...~-ta•, llsl~ "-, ~¾ffl-ff~~ '#*z 
..I..*' al.J&~•~~~#l~~M*; ~, ~~*~~A*J 
4t _j(t # * ¥J Ji}f ,ff +it-,,. 108 

~~, ~*~*•~~*1•*aL"#t*z..I.."al.Jm 
~ - h11.µ:k.:¾2 :16~~¾*J•,.k.aa "#t*z1.." , -tt¾1* 
1•*aL"lls1~#5l"z~. ~tl~al.J¾, ~~&~al.J.1L 
4~$~*~al.J~Jt."~~M~~?", ~Jt."~:kA~~ 
~A~~~M~-+~•I-~±~~a#?"."t.z., *1 
al.J*~Jt.~~!..f~1=i~k~•*~al.JFlM, ~~Jt.~&al.J 

105 C. E. B. '"The Works of the Law' in the Epistle to the Romans," Journal for the Study of 
the New Testament43 {1991): 89-101, here pp. 96, 100. 

106 Douglas Moo, The Epistle to the Romans {The New International Commentary on the 
New Testament; Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1996), pp. 214, 217; Stephen Westerholm, 
Israel's Law and the Church's Faith: Paul and His Recent Interpreters (Grand Rapids: 
Eerdmans, 1988), pp. 109-130; Robert H. Gundry, "Grace, Works, and Staying Saved in 
Paul,'' Biblica 66 {1985): 1-38, here pp. 12-13; Frank Thielmann, From Plight to Solution: 
A Jewish Framework for Understanding Pa11/'s View of the Law in Galatians and Romans 
(NovTSup 61; Leiden: Brill, 1989), pp. 28-45, 59-72, 115-122; Martin, Christ, pp. 24-25; 
Davies, Faith, pp.115-127. 

107 Thomas R. Schreiner, "Works of the Law," in Dictionary of Paul and His Letters, eds. G. 
F. Hawthorne and R. P. Martin {Downers Grove: lnterVarsity, 1993), pp. 975-979, here 
pp. 977-978. 

108 k ~"Pl: "iF.~~'Jl., " 11270 
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luJ ~. 109-1¼-:½, ~ -;t ~x. at.; i_-t.i J:.x.JiJj-iffe &. at.;i*~Jt..f,J;tL (;/Ju 

2:1-10) , *4n a(i ¾--1§~ :fl"*-M JfJ ~ (;1Ju2:11-14) , mi M.3f-.~Jt. 
A~~~~~ff~~at.J#i¼, fy~~ff#i¼~-~~~at.JL 
.¾. ll;l J!:t, ,f~I~ at.;, "1-f: i¼z..r.." iE. !t.Dunn JiJj-iJt at.; .!ft. kA 
~ ~ 1-\.~ .i. 5l :fl" -f4H~ .i. 5l at.; ro ~ ~ -iY-. uo 

~mi, #~h#k~~•*' K~R~~*Jat.J*~~ 
!t.*~~AA~&~f!,\.~-~f, ~~~·~·~*-~~ 
.!ft.k.i.5l:½~~~kat.J ♦~, Lz~k~a~~~*~~~ 
Aff~~~A~&~fl-\.at.JAI. ~mi, ~#~~~~I~ 
Mr "*J~~". ~"*J~m" mi~. *JL~"#i¼z 
..r.."Jt.ll;l~.!ft'.kAX.1#~~&~at.i•~~&, ~*~~!-\. 
l!l~~#~~~. mi~!t.*~!-\.--A~.!ft.kAff~. ~~~ 
~#~Jt.~*~~~~~~l!l~#5l, ~~*J~~~~~~ 
~A~Mff~~~~A~&~fl-\.-•J:.~~~at.J¾#. 

-1¼-:½, Hagner ~~~L~ "#i¼z..r.." -t~~Jt..!ft'.kA~ 
~~#¼, ~~R~Dnnn*"#i¼z..r.."~~~.!ft'.kA~~ 
~#¼~~*~T-•. -~z, ~R~*JL~"#i¼z 
..r.."*~~Jt.l!l~~~½~~-~~~. ~~~L~.!ft.kAat.J 
#i¼ .i.5l. 111Schreiner iJ..M Hagner a(i~i¼, Jlp #.!ft.kAa(i 
*~.i.5l~~m~#i¼.i.5lJt.*~miffJL~ft~~at.i . ~* 
-ffeff~, ~~~~T~½•~#•zMat.J*i, **~m 
zfaJ a(i!f-FR~1J ~1.rf-~r~tt.a(itf=i¼~Jt.~ ~~a(i . 112~ mi, ~ 
Iat.J, Dunn M.3f-.ik~* "1fi¼z..r.." ~FR~~;f±.½~1i~, L 
z, ~JiJr 5iiftl at.; Jt.»-.;i±.½• a(i ffl J.t3f-.-i¼~.!ft.kAav 1-f:i¼ ,Ji!.. * 
:½, *.!ft'.kA«~~- *4n~¾--~:fl"~&atf=~~m~~~at.i 
~~#¼~, ~m•~½~ff~~#*~•- ~. ~~**~ 

109 James D. G. Dunn, "The Incident at Antioch (Gal. 2.11-18)," in Jesus, Paul and the Law: 
Studies in Mark and Galatians (London: SCM, 1990), pp. 129-182, here pp. 130-131. n ~ 
Ezra Hon-seng Kok, Truth, pp. 61-79; ljlvt.Ji'x,: ((.m,.:ji.;k_ ~ .lf-~}) , Jf 21-46,86-97. 

11° Kim, Paul, p. 61. 
111 Hagner, "Paul," p. 100. 
112 Schreiner, Law, p.103. 
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mff~~~•k~. ~~, ~«~m~~~11~•~••~~ 
~. ~~ktlfB~~-, I~~~*~mAa~~~mAz 
J:.. 

~at, Hagner #--tif tll Dunn n ",f-f i:!-z..r.." fl(i-i¼*-t ~ f,r
J:. E.,~;fe, llil 1t#5l~-1i .1 ;ff f 1f ~ 1f .~ ~ti-#f .flJ T iil.~Jt;J!r, 
1t z 1.st 11 ~ 11- J~ A~ v:.{ ~ A,~ i~ $f.#-~ ,fit. 113 ~ m, Hagner 
~*R~+~~~~¾~~. llil~DunnE.,~fo~Jt.~",ffi:!
z..r.." ~-i¼*-t3t.1:-i~;t t.lF-#f llil 1t#.:x...~Jt..i1:.• 1r a(i~ii. 114 

2.3 ~~1±::kQi~ll& .. tJ19~JJ.j 
--AtJ:., "1i.1~iJ1!:' a(i,&.n::t--#-~,&.n1i.1 ~m1i:k. 

l!i ~ ~ ~ J:.:+A::ft1°'" .g A~ 1t-~-"--~1t4l. ~ m, ~111Jr-i-J,..~ ~ 
#~«*~~1:-00. ~mfo#*.1~~+~m~~~~~1"-.g 
A~ 1t-J~1t4l, ~~Jt4]Hff1J~-t~~.:x.... ~ ~viM.Kim~I Jll 
~ 1:1s-161t ~ Jt.~iil:.::t tll . ~-tr; t1:: ~~~x. -~ ooit ~ 1~ .1 
:+A:1"-.g A~ 1t-:1~1t4l, 1£-:11 - ~ oo~iJLRJL *" ~ 11--t~A~ w 
i#-J;/;J :t.1f •~~~1f- J~A ~vi,li\~ -~i9-f-~~-17t-f-, m~JJ~!f_ 
~•- llil~. *-1~1'-.gjj\~~~~~1*-1•·~~-t~~ 
5l~~1t~tt1)---Jt~:f:1t-. 115~m, ~tf~Nf*-fRJJI,~4 T fJn 
1:15-16Ji)f 5§i-i,ft] ~ 0 ~~.£, 1~ 7 ~ t°:f'f ~ :k.l!i ~ ** 1f ¥-f-JJ~
,,g ;r-~~.~ .£, ~ ";fe,:ff# ~1f-~A 1f" • 116 

Ji - ~ oo, Kim ~-tr; tll Dunn *1* .1 lit 1i. :k. J!i ~ a(i ~ J:. 
z~m~~~•~~~~A.~•~1"-.g, ~~«~r~•~~ 
~n~~A*S.:x.... Jt*•~~, DmR~~+«i:!-~A3il 
Dunn ~~~ill T Jt.Ji)f~E~@Ai~~ ~i~i!~. 111

~ ~' ~tfal.J 

113 Hagner, "Paul," pp.104-105. 
114 Hagner, "Paul," p. 104. 
115 

• Kim, Paul, pp. 10-13. 
116 James D. G. Dunn, "'A Light to the Gentiles', or 'The End of the Law'? The Significance 

of the Damascus Road Christophany for Paul," in Jesus, Paul, and the Law: Studies in 
Mark and Galatians (Louisville: Westminster/John Knox, 1990), pp. 89-107, here p. 89. 

117 Kim, Paul, pp. 20-21. 
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-i~ ~Jt Dunn ll~ ,0---f- a'-J, 15) jJ Dunn»--*5i.1f w #Jf~ ~ a'-) .ft~ 
Jl'f 1)--J~ A.1f ~ :x..., .i...z, Dunn it...jJ Jf~ ~a'-) JtJT; Jll!ll-i'f a'-J .~~ 
ff~»--ftk~~i:x...a'-J~~t~*~ili*&&~*- ~~. ~ 
1f~~·~~~~~~~~A., ~ll~1J"a'-J&~~~-

-1i-¼, Kim ~ ~ ~ Dunn * 1% '5 a'-] ~ 1t # :i()l.!il a'-] $._ffi.Jt ff; 
.f. ~~.t "5'-~I~ w.. a'-J 14~ 1711=- ffi, flf ¾.fll Fur• 14-z m. 1181tiJ-.. 
7J*'5a'-J~~#:x...ma'-J$...~~~~k~~-ia'-J•~ - ~~15) 

7J ~ -t-:f #-~ 1:--¼ :I-,} 7 1% 1 it#* a'-1 zh'lo". -!t .f., KimiJLi,&l. 
Dunn"*~-t-•~a'-J~w..•14-~~--t-~~*1~~~~a'-) 
JJi!.1\ 3t.ifil. ~ 1)- . "119

~ ~, ~tf a'-J-i~ ~~ ¾Kim~!! a'-J -tfi.~, ii. 
1f ½i£-a'-)~#, -l!!..~ll 1% 1 ~!! a'-11J1.-wl . .1J112:1-10nt ~ iJt, aJJ 1t 
£ fa'-) 1)-~A.~ ,ft.f1ULa'-) lvl ;;'l!~ $...1..,(f. k~ ~ :f #-a'-114~ 174 
zffi . •~z. ~£f~~#*zMa'-J*h~$...1..,tf.k~~• 
14-a'-J 14~ 114:zffi. 120-l!!..t!ll it, 1% 1 .~-itN- t a'-J ~ 1t#:x...~ " 
#*zi"a'-JJl'f~~Jl,tf.~&-M$...~ili*, ~~ll,tf.k~~ 
:f 14- t ~JH¼ a'-J iltJ£. 

2.4 ~Jfflfijj'iifii'!}:IJ 

4t it Wright Jifr .fll ili a'-) #-ff 7J 'o/ #1], 1f A.-t~ ~ ~ .~ itN-jJ 1a 
,t.ii~ ~ -f1a-t.it~ i:x.... 121DunnjJ ~lit-tt, 1t-t~ ili 1% '5 5Jift], 
#-ffh~'o/~J1Jll·•~*ff4*A~ili½Xa'-1*~- -ft~ 
i, ,tf.*a•~~. *'5.~ll-~~~*"~~~-" a'-J~ 
~1JJi!.,(f.£fa'-Jf~t1Jlf. ~~. *--t-A.Rh, *'5~~
-t-~A.,tf.~£f~a'-J~~~,tf.*a•~~a'-J~~~~~iTa'-J 

118 Seyoon Kim, The Origin of Paul's Gospel (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1981). 
119 Kim, Paul, p. 29. 51 JfJ a~-if;Jf.Jl;/ta~ m-it, Kim~-if;;,l: "to turn this genuine 

conversion into something like a modern-day car accident that resulted in Paul's partial 
memory loss". 

120 Dunn, "Light," pp. 98-99. 
121 * t-lill Phil Johnson, "A Defence of the Old Perspective on Paul," Lecture at London 

Reformed Baptist Seminary, January 10, 2004. 
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i't, Jt:.#f tr .;t.)l1[ Ji)f~}f {i!.J. 122Wright-i,l~ ,&.~:;t-~W,. T -ft!!, 
~AiliffJ~~ffJ#~~**~#~zMffJg~. ~~ffJ#~Jl 
ff~"~~"ffJ"~~#~"t~&B~~~**~Rff~ffJ 
·~ffJ#~. -~z, *Y¾~1f~~ML~~~::t-~*~~ 
~. Ji.z 1i 1-il. -t 1n *~ -+i@.,t x.:i! ~ ffJ *n t . 123 

~ ~, Wright-t/:,p #~,!Rl..ft~ .ft 'if] f rji@,,lt'f~ ½ft ff; i-#. 
~~t.£;z.t~At 12:1-12~ 7Gwf2:19-20~. 12:1- 12m-~ -itaA
+ AtfJ 1. ~..ft~ ~JJtJl.t. El • Jrj ff; ;t~,'!t., mi 'PG )iff2:19-209JiJ-iJLIIA 
M•Y~~ff;~~"H*~*~~~~m~-ftl!,me.,ffJOO, ~-ft!!, 
~-ffJ#"ffJ~&Jl*Y~&fffJ'ifJ~twrffJ•~. -~~~ 
+a~M.Jl, im~Jl£.ifa~ ~Jll1.~/~~. 1241}-:;t-, Dunnh11L, 
*Y~-ftl!,5().:-t!:,yt#-ftl!,~~~e.,~, ~'t~¼G~ ~*-ft!!,#~ 
--ti¼n1JA, me.,Ji.m~t.JrJi:k.T <~#--i;ifi"~9:24-27), vAll..ft 
~ ~ ffJ A ( ~#--i WJ ~ 6:9-11) ~..ft·tt~ffJ :fa~ A ( h11.ti.k ~ 
s:19-21) ~~~Jf<..ft;ira~ oo . 12s 

2.s ffitSO!.i'. 
WrightJiJrAili. ffJ#~,JiUtf1J $t; 259~ ffJ Jc 00 ?k$-*ffJ k½ 

( 259th Synod of the Reformed Church of the United States) ? 
m-#-¾. ~tlt.ili TWrighta~Ji}f~~*J6, Jtk½1tili 13111.itt.a~ 
}ti)(.: "~1fJfrJ;JcN. T. Wright~~1t#~a~.tt.:ir-Jt}j-~ff;~ 
--t , ~ Jt. vt "t -ft!!,~ Jt:. i± ·t!Hl. "126 £. ;.$. L, Jr. tit% tlt. ili T .E..+ i:. 
M*-#-¾Wrightff;i:.*, ~.£+i:.MJl: "~" a~.;t.~; 

122 Dunn, "Paul Page". 
123 Dunn, "Paul Page". 
12

• Dunn, "Paul Page". 
125 Dunn, "Paul Page". 
126 The 259th Synod of the Reformed Church of the United States, "Report of the Special 

· Committee to Study the New Perspective on Paul," May 16-19, 2005, 35; available from 
<http://www.rcus.org/main/pdfs/NPP%20Report.pdf>, Date Accessed: 24 July 2007. 51 
Jfl tfJ !f ;/t_fl:4f-a(J,£jijif, ilt~fl¾ Ji)f JfJ a~ !f ;/t.: "We judge that the teachings of N. T. 
Wright on justification by faith are another gospel and call upon him to repent of his 
errors". 
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:k.½~R~ "#)l"¾*A~~~A.AJJ&~~~~-~~ • 
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r c ,.3:19) , mJl:.Nr-i.k:~~~¾,~t~, m¾-l.i'-. ~-tz, 
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~1f1,t£.-l.i,'--Jf ( 18:1). fi)fVA, :k.½-iAJJ#)la~liiJ:i'l!, ~¾ 
"~¾~¾~~~Al", m¾"#¾~;t~~•" · :k.½~ 

~.iJ:t~;t Wright-iAJJ#)l~.tt.½-it-~ *~~*· 129 

¼ :½ , tj-r Wright~ " ~ fr J; 'if, ! 1J " , :k. ½ .flt ili ;.. -1--~ 
.:z~~~~A: -, :k.½ffili#)l¾-~£A*~£A~• 
*• ~~~i.k:~;t~J-=-~~#)l, -jf-ffiili*El~f~~#)l 
JG*, m¾~tWright fl)f-i1Ja~J-~~*)l~/~-}f-~%;fl7,t;t. Bo 

..=.., :k.½~-iA~ Wright-iAJJ.i~,t£.~#)l~¾tj-:J+*~#)l~Jt}j 
•• Lz&,tf.~#5(.•~-~~-Jf-~•~*~~~~; ;.., k 
½~R~ ",tf.¼~Jf~Mili~4*"¾*Elf~~#*, L.:z 

127 Synod, "Report," p. 19. 
128 Synod, "Report," p. 25. 
129 Synod, "Report," pp. 25-26. 
130 Jj.. Waters,lustification, p. 210. 
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-iJ-. j(J ½ Jfl:Jt. -~ 1!-a~ £ • * ¼ a'-J-ic.1-::fi:, ~ *· 131 :k. ½ »... 1 1!i ~ 
5:17-18bl J -!!i ~ 5:1-11.t~ i±: # 5(__:Jt.JJi!.,(f. t:Jt~ ~A a'-J •1t, ;r, .w,J 

1t~~;r-: ~t,(f.4--i!!-Jf-~ 1.. 4r .&.~;t'f1::fi:,:kfa'-J *i. 132-1t¼, :k. 4:: 
-l!:. .:[; ~ W righUt J 2: 13 a'-J Wf. t~, :k. 1::--iJ.. j/J it -f • x. ~ t.. 1:1 # P,{l 

,ft j/J 'if, J,J Jc,*, mi :Jt. 1: it* i¼ al.]~ te, ( criterion of the law ) • 

~~IEJ:Jt.i!-f•x.;f::Jt.ffl~£if~mi~, mi:Jt.~fflJ±:½A~a'-J 
!!I Ji.' iir Jc, A ~t-!: H ,1-f: * # 5(__. 133 IEJ J1t, :k. ½ a'-J ,& ~ :Jt.' :i\t J6 
a'-J # 5(__ a'-J 1t-!f-~ 1i Ja Jf~ ~ a'-J 1t-!f- < ~ s:24 ) -JI" :i! mi 1Jt!!.. 134 

½r"~A"a'-J)(__, :k.½ffii±:i!+m•~*J*~*;r-: 
m1.. . ~~. :k.½~ffi±:*J;r-::Jt.-+~~~*m•~**• 
a'-J•~~-*A~~m•a'-JA . • -;kfa'-J~a:Jt., *Jffl±:# 
#";f:j(__"a'-Jj(J "j(__"a'-J, mii!.~;f::Jt.•~**•a'-J*~a'-J 
11= J'A. . -1t ¼, k ½ .t~ l±: ;t-Wright .:f; ~ 1* J ~ "i.i A" a'-] 5(__ al.] 'Jil 
·• -ftt{t*~#~*J&~i!!-Aa'-J~~~~~A.£.if¾la'-Jm 
• · ~:>l, i!J1.:Jt.1iJ -ff.-9J-#l Jii~5:19-21~~A~a'-J,Jil•. 
£ T .tlt, k ½~ ~ Wrighta'-J~*:Jt.~l=-*J al.] • 

• )6, #~"~"~;f;f-)(__a'-J*i, :k.½.:f;~"~":Jt.& 
~~~a'-J#~. ~~. :k.½ffl±:&~~~a'-J#~:Jt.~~- * 
¼, k ½-lt~xtWright ;Jf "1t" ~ ~ r1i1ta'-J,Jil,*,, ¼.t~ l±: 1i 
J»...*&~~~-+A:Jt.lEJj(J "~"mi#)(_,~~. *Ja'-Jm 
A :Jt. :ffi-~ "1t" mi# 5(__. !El Jl:t, "1t" .t~ a'-] ;r-: :Jt. i~.1t, mi :Jt. * 
;ft,*-~,(f.£ ifa'-J ¾ lll:Jt.~ .1.1txt .i. a'-J . ~ 1: ~a'-J :Jt., "1t" 
:Jf1t ~~£if*½,½.*· 

• ~l. lit.it~ ~2591"* ml fk$-* :k.½JiJr~l±: *#¾ 
Wright a'-],Jil ,*,, -ltiir-f\A T &..xt "*JiWf'Jil" a'-Jf+~ ( JG~ 
:Jt.# "1tYc.~it'Jil" ¼) a'-],JtA. 135 ~AA. 1tt1nal.J,JilA i±: m T 

131 Synod, "Report," p. 27. 
132 • Synod, "Report," p. 28. 
133 Synod, "Report," p. 28. ~ Waters, Justification, p. 177. 
134 Synod, "Report," p. 30. 
135 ~John Piper, The Future of Justification: A Response to N. T. Wright (Wheaton: Crossway, 

2007); Waters, Justification; Michael Beasley, Indeed, has Paul Really Said? A Review of 
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A"~#~t~•~aJ.;j~, ~1"*1•m"~•1 "*~ 
aJ.;t.t~" aJ.;-t".j-•tio 136~i~. &__5tfal.JF4'..t-~ ~M.. ",~i9" aJ.;;tK 
**m•"~"~ "#~", *~#~fil~*•m•A~l4 
m~~••**~4aJ.;*J, ~~~~"~"~"+A"aJ.;~ 
~~-*~ "#~"aJ.;n~~o ~~' ~fil~"~A"aJ.;~aJ.; 
~#, ~a~"~,,~~~~&~~~aJ.;~~#~, ~~~~ 
~~£•-♦~*aJ.;~~aJ.;~#, ~~-1~#aJ.;*~o £~ 
~1fJ&..,5(t "1*1•51.t" a~ "~4t~ff1J" a~,.tAw,J~Ji.i±:~1n 
.)(fJi,'ri~aJ.; "*Jlal.Jt.t.~" aJ.;~#~{Jt.~o 

~~. ~•~~. ~~~"*1•m"~#1 "~" 
~"+A"aJ.;~~~#~iaJ.;~~. ~~~"#~•-m" 
-£ M 1 "1* 7 • 51.!il," • i! ~ y::J- M.. Dunn ~ Wright aJ.; "°tit 1-¥-f 1J Jt 
iiEo Dunn J; # "1*1•51.!il," "~~.j-~1\#~51.!il,aJ.;-t".~ . . ~ 
fil~.j-~aJ.;~~-+~ft '~¾' ~t.j- '~~· aJ.;~~" . 
137

~ ~, Wright~?# "i!~Jt½~.)(faJ.;, * A- ~.1f-, .1f-t?ri 
~~ffl±:, ~~~~~-**~~~~~#T+AaJ.;&~o 
~aJ.;, ~&..~~*~~m~aJ.;+A~~. ~~~~~~¼ft 
~~aJ.;~£.IaJ.;~~♦-m•~~~ - ~~. i!~~Mfi 
•-++A~.)(f~·aJ.;k~, ~a•-++Ag.j-M,.~-# 
f,,J ;;ff' M..~ .~#{,,]¼it, ~M..JE.i:" #{,,] .1. 4p-aJ.;-t" .j-,ti" 0 

138-1¼-

N. T. Wright's Book: What Saint Paul Really Said (Logos Christian Research Ministries, 
2007). 

136 4'-Simon Gathercole, "What Did Paul Really Mean?" Christianity Today (August 2007): 
22-28. 

137 Dunn, "Paul Page". ~I Jij aJ.Jit:Jt.Jl¼aJ.J m it, Dunnff~it:Jt.: "Not to replace the 
traditional emphases. What we're saying is that there is a dimension that has been lost 
and needs to be recovered". 

138 Wright, "New Perspective". ~I Jf] aJ.Jit:Jt.Jl¼a~ m it, WrightaJ.Jit:Jt.: "it is simply not 
true, as people have said again and again, that I deny or downplay the place of the individual 
in favour of a corporate ecclesiology. True, I have reacted against the rampant individualism 
of western culture: and have tried to insist on a biblically rooted corporate solidarity in 
the body of Christ as an antidote to it. But this in no way reduces the importance of every 
person being confronted with the powerful gospel, and the need for each one to be turned 
around by it from idols to God, from sin to holiness, and from death to life." 
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139 J!. t ~ 
a~¾, Wright ~;t :f* "..n:.il; i--.¾h ¼ it+t ~ ~ liil M ... - .Et~ 1f1 
~¼~~aft*Y..n:.~#.~i---~, ~-f~M*Y~~t..n:.~ 
~~~*~--f~~-~~~#•~~~~' ££~•~~
..n:.~~~~, ~¾~~~~~~A~~M, *A~~~~
£,.if-~ ~ -~A~ J ". 140 _f. T "~ frj.J 'ip t 1J" a~ ~JiL~,¾ ~ ~ ~ 
T "*~~-~" . g¼Rh~nn~--~«ff*g: Y~ 
~J8*~~-·~~~~ff•~-, ~¾~~~' ~~~~ 
-~ff4~~~4, ***~fil~~~~A. ~~~*Y~¼ 
*t. ~~~fil't't~*il~¼~-+~•tM~~~' ~~ 
m~g;1.;~~~~•- JtS~il~fil~4~¾, ~m~~~t 
:tYL*YrJrt:tYl.a~~Ji!..~ .. 141 

139 Dunn, "Paul Page". -51 Jij (f.Jif;Jf..J'l¼il~ m-if-, Dunna~-if;Jf..: "Some recent writing 
continues to polarize justification by faith in terms of 'how I get saved and how I get into 
a personal relationship with God,' on the one hand, and on the other hand, how Jews and 
Gentiles come together, and the fact that Gentiles don't have to get circumcised. These 
are not two separate things to be polarized in Paul. It is because of the one that the other 
is true. Tuey go absolutely together and it's not an either-or." 

140 Wright,Pau/, p.128. il]·if-* m ~JJ-1/t · #i# N. T. Wright: ((.jlj-.~-* Y :t'f~.ff,--i50) 
C 'F-it; -i, r~, K~, 2000) , Yi 194. 

141 Dunn, "Paul Page". Dunn<f.J-if;Jf..: "On the one hand Paul can speak with unshakeable 
· assurance. I am thinking of Romans 8 ... But he can also say the other things - all these 
warnings and expressions of concern for his converts, that they persevere right to the end. 
So it's holding both emphases in balance. Often we're not able to tie them all together 
into a neat package or a grand narrative or whatever, but that shouldn't worry us. What 
should worry us is that we're not giving weight to things that Paul gave weight to." 
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"Conspiracy, Sign or Silence?" 
Some Islamic Responses in the 

Aftermath of the Asian Tsunami 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Anthony Loke Yin Fai 

Seminari Theoloji Malaysia 

The tsunami that hit many parts of Asia on 26th December 2004 naturally 

evoked different responses from the adherents of the various faiths 

represented in the region, namely, Islam, Hinduism, Buddhism and, to a 

small degree, Christianity. This paper will focus only on the Islamic 

response to the disaster which can be conveniently classified into three 

main categories: conspiracy theory, sign, and silence. Some of the reasons 

for the differing responses from Islam will be explored. As Malaysia 

was one of the countries in the path of the Asian tsunami, particular 

focus will be placed on the Malaysian Islamic response which attempts 

to give a more balanced view of interpreting the disaster. The paper will 

consider a reading of selected texts from the Quran quoted by some key 

Malaysian Islamic scholars in their response to the tsunami. 

CONSPIRACY THEORY 

The first category of response is the conspiracy theory that arose in many 

Islamic quarters, stretching from Egypt to Turkey. The concocted theories 

generally put the blame on America, Israel or India for testing 

underground nuclear devices in the Indian Ocean and hence disturbing 

1 An earlier version of this paper was first presented at the 2005 SBL International Meeting 
in Singapore. 
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the earth's tectonic plates.2 For example, Al-Jazeera.corn reported that 

many people put the blame, not on Mother Nature, but on "government 

cover-ups, top secret military testing in the waters of the Indian Ocean 

and even aliens attempting to correct Earth's 'wobbly' rotation."3 The 

Egyptian newspaper Al-Usbu and the Turkish newspaper Yeni Safaki 

bot_h said it was all caused by a US/Israeli/Indian nuclear test.4 

Writing in his article on 1 st January 2005 in the Al-Usbu, Mahmoud 

Bakri suggested that "it was some kind of human intervention that 

destabilised the tectonic plates, an intervention that is caused only in nuclear 

experiments and explosions - the three most recent tests appeared to be 

genuine American and Israeli preparations to act together with India to 

test a way to liquidate humanity. "5 He continued, " ... although so far it has 

not been proven that secret Indian-Israeli nuclear testing is what caused 

the destructive earthquake, there is evidence that the recent nuclear tests, 

the exchange of nuclear experts between India and Israel, and the American 

2 Conspiracy theories also abound among others in the West. See, for example, Joe Wallis, 
"Did New York Orchestrate the Asian Tsunami?" <http://www.viallis.com/ 
sublimalsuggestion/tsunami.html>, Date Accessed: 14•• February 2005; and Cindy-Lou 
Dale, "The Asian Tsunami: Another Manmade Disaster" <http://www.etherzone.com/ 
2005/dale040805.shtml>, Date Accessed: 291h April 2005. Wallis lays the blame on 
Wolfowitz and the company of Wall Street bankers who sent a large American 
thermonuclear weapon to the bottom of the Sumatran trench to trigger the tsunami; 
while Dale suggested either induced seismic activity from Australia or repeated American 
nuclear testing triggered the Asian tsunami. The India Daily voiced similar sentiments 
in its 29•• December 2004 posting but blamed the earthquake on the testing of an eco
weapon by its own government. 
3 See Julie Stahl, "America, Israel, India Caused Tsunami, Conspiracy Theory Says", 
Cybercast News Service, 7th January 2005. 
4 Steven Edwards, "Tsunami was 'Allah's Revenge': Mainstream media spin bizarre 
theories", The National Post of Canada, 12th January 2005. 
5 Ross Clark, "Tsunami was All AJlah's Doing" <http://www.telegraph.co.uk/opinion/ 
main.jhtml?xrnl=/opinion/2005/0l/16/dol604.xml>, DateAccessed: 161

• January 2005. 
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pressure on Pakistan regarding its nuclear cooperation with Asian and 

Islamic countries - al I these pose a big question mark regarding the causes 

of the severe earthquake in Asia. "6 He went on to theorize that America's 

nuclear tests were also responsible for the devastating Turkish earthquake 

in 1999 that killed 18,000 people. As the columnist Ross Clark in the 

Daily Telegraph pointed out, "If they were, the Americans clearly still 

have to perfect the technology: presumably they were aiming for Iraq or 
Iran rather than one of their allies."7 

The basis for many of these controversy theories is not based on 

any particular interpretation of the Quran but often on the volatile situation 

in the world, especially the West-East divide, hatred for the US and Israel, 

a locked medieval mindset, and the great philosophical divide between 

Islam and the West. Whenever something goes bad and it affects the 

Muslims, the tendency has been to put the blame on the perceived 

"enemies" of Islam, and in this case, the US and Israel. Such bizarre 

conspiracy theories will continue to be rife in the minds of many Muslims 

as long as they remain suspicious of the aims of the US and Israel, and in 

general, the West. These conspiracy theories will also continue to find 
resonance in the minds of those who are the educated elite of a part of 

the world deliberately locked into a medieval mindset. This medievalism, 

often in the guise of Islam, rages in fury at the world beyond itself. It 

extols the virtues of suicide bombers, blames Jews and infidels for the 

ills of the world, and declares war on the West. These conspiracy theories 

are sometimes concocted and propagated by well-educated Islamists who 

give a certain measure of legitimacy to their theories, which are then 

well received by the general public. Such ravings, seen as not from 

"misguided madmen" but part of respectable thought, are more likely to 

6 'Salim Mansu, "Were waves the fault of ' infidels'?" The Toronto Sun, 12th January 
2005. 
7 Clark, "Tsunami was All Allah's Doing". 
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increase donations for anti-Western and anti-Israeli terrorism than buy 

humanitarian relief for tsunami survivors, most of whom live in Indonesia. 
Unfortunately, these anti-Western diatribes are also routinely delivered 

by traditional news outlets across the Middle East. Such a medium also 
provides a measure of legitimacy that at best encourages hate and at 
worst facilitates terrorist recruitment. 

SIGN 

The second Islamic response is a spectrum of responses ranging from 

interpreting the tsunami as a sign of natural disaster ("an act of God"), 
or a sign of the impending End Times (Hari Kiamat), or a sign of 

punishment from God for the sins of humanity. The idea that the tsunami 

was a form of punishment from God is prevalent. There are numerous 

examples coming from Muslim imams commenting on the tsunami in 
recent sermons stretching from Saudi Arabia to the Palestinian territories. 

In the wake of the disaster, Islamic television stations, newspapers and 

chatrooms were full of theories as to why Allah should have targeted the 

beaches of South-East Asia. "Don't these countries have witchcraft, 
sorcery, deceitfulness and abomination?" asked Ibrahim al-Bashar, the 

advisor to the Saudi justice minister, on the State-controlled religious 

satellite television, Al-Majd. He emphasized that the countries that were 

struck "refrain from adopting Allah's law, which is a form of 

heresy ... Whoever reads the Koran, given by the Maker of the World, 
can see how these nations were destroyed. There is one reason: they 
lied, they sinned, and (they) were infidels."8 

A Saudi Cleric MuhammadAl-Munajjid concludes that the tsunami 
was caused by Christian holidays "accompanied by forbidden things, by 

immorality, abomination, adultery, alcohol, drunken dancing and revelry. 

8Mansu, "Were waves the fault of 'infidels'?" 
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A belly dancer costs 2,500 pounds a minute, and a singer costs 50,000 
pounds an hour, and they hop from one hotel to another from night to 
dawn. Then they spend the entire night defying Allah."9 He expanded 

this idea: "Those celebrating spent (the holiday) in vacation resorts, pubs, 

and hotels. At the height of immorality, Allah took revenge on these 

criminals. Allah struck them with an earthquake. He finished off the 
Richter scale. All nine levels gone. Tens of thousands dead."10 

Likewise, preaching on Palestinian Authority TV in his Friday 

sermon in Gaza on 31 st December 2004, Sheik Ibrahim Mudeiris, a 

Palestinian prayer leader, reasoned that the waves struck Indonesia 

because of "Zionist and American investments."11 He said, "When 

oppression and corruption increase, the law of equilibrium applies. I can 
see in your eyes you are wondering what is the 'universal law of 

equilibrium' . This law is a divine law. If people are remiss in 
implementing God's law and in being zealous and vengeful for His sake, 

Allah unleashes his soldiers in action to take revenge." 12 

A Saudi professor from the Al-Imam University in Beirut, Sheik 

Fawzan Al-Fawzan, said also on Al-Maj d, that the earthquake and tsunami 
in south Asia were punishment from Allah for homosexuality and 

fornication committed by residents and visitors of affected countries at 
Christmastime.13 "These great tragedies and collective punishments that 

are wiping out villages, towns, cities and even entire countries, are Allah's 
punishments of the people of these countries, even if they are Muslims ... 

9 <http://memri.org/bin/media.cgi?ID=l 15905>, Date Accessed: l 7'h January 2005. 
10 Arnaud de Borchgrave. "Commentary: Allah Off The Richter Scale", United Press 

International, 4th January 2005. 
11 Clark, "Tsunami was All Allah's Doing." 
12de Borchgrave, "Commentary: Allah Off The Richter Scale." 
13 "Homosexuality, Fornication Cause of Tsunami?" <http://www.worldnetdaily.com/ 
news/article.asp? ARTICLE_ID=42242>, Date Accessed: 5'h January 2005. 
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Some of our forefathers said that if there is usury and fornication in a 
certain village, Allah permits its destruction." The professor singled out 
beach resorts as places of sexual sin. "We know that at these resorts, 
which unfortunately exist in Islamic and other countries in south Asia, 
and especially at Christmas, fornication and sexual perversion of all kinds 
are rampant . .. The fact that it happened at this particular time is a sign 
from Allah. It happened at Christmas, when fornicators and corrupt people 
from all over the world come to commit fornication and sexual perversion. 
That's when this tragedy took place, striking them all and destroyed 
everything. It turned the land into wasteland, where only the cries of the 
ravens are heard. I say this is a great sign and punishment on which 
Muslims should reflect."14 Al-Fawzan urged Muslims to atone for their 
sin. "All that's left for us to do is to ask for forgiveness. We must atone 
for our sins and for the acts of the stupid people among us and improve 
our condition. We must fight fornication, homosexuality, usury, fight 
the corruption on the face of the earth, and the disregard of the lives of 
protected people." 

As Paul Marshall noted, "These are not isolated rants by errant 
preac;hers: They reflect official government positions. Al-Bashar is an 
adviser to the Saudi justice minister, and Al-Fawzan is a professor at the 
Al-Imam Mohamed bin Saud Islamic University, a position that he, like 
Al-Munajjid, cannot hold without government approval. All their sermons 
were shown on the state-controlled Al-Majd TV channel and reflect the 
Wahhabi ideology that is the state religion of Saudi Arabia ... (which) is 
assiduously propagated around the world, including in the United States."15 

The basis for such claims is often from a rather literal or liberal 

interpretation of the Quranic texts. Even though the tsunami is recognized 
as a form of punishment, there are divergent views here: The tsunami 

14Stephen Schwartz, "Allah and the Tsunamis", Tech Central Station, 12th January 2005. 
15 Paul Marshall, "Saudis and Tsunamis" <http://memri.org/bin/media.cgi?ID=l 15905>, 

Date Accessed: 17th January 2005. 
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has been perceived variously as punishment for homosexuality and sins 
committed during Christmas; for judgement on the non-wahabi Muslims; 
judgement on the sex-tourist trade in Thailand; judgement for the war 
between the extremist Muslim south in Thailand and the Buddhist 
majority Thai government, as well as for the Thailand government 
supporting "the Christian crusaders in the war on terror"; judgement for 
the sins of war between Achehese rebels and the Indonesian government 
(because the Kufr (non-Islamic) government of the apostate Susilo 
Bambang Yudhoyono is fighting against the mujahideen in Aceh who 
want to establish an Islamic Sultanate where the Syriah (Islamic laws) 
prevail); judgement for the war between the Tamil Tigers and the Sri 
Lank.an government (as well as for Sri Lanka giving " its full backing to 
the Christian Crusaders inside the White House"); and judgement on 
India for its Shirk (polytheism). 16 It is easy to see the convoluted logic 
of some of the arguments: For example, because the tsunami struck on 
the 26th December, it is convenient to associate the recently concluded 
Christmas celebrations as the immediate cause of the disaster (hence, 
the arguments of AI-Munajjid and Sheikh Fazwan). 

SILENCE 
There is a third Islamic response from some quarters, especially the 
Islamic extremist groups of Al Qaeda and other terrorist-linked groups. 
This response is a strange, restrained and muted silence. Osama bin Laden 
had issued a statement on the Iraqi election a day after the tsunami 
occurred but did not mention anything about the tsunami. In his message, 

16 The prominent lslamist website Jihad Unspun maintains that the tsunami struck for 
these above reasons. The website does not explain why Aceh, the most Islamist of any 

Indonesian province, suffered the worst damage. See Dr Abu Ziyaad, "Important Lessons 
from the South Asian Tsunami" <http://www.jihadunspun.com/intheatre_internal. 
php?article=l01163&list=/home.php>, Date Accessed: 3"' March 205. 
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he asserted that "jihad in Iraq was a duty and that those who fail to 

engage in such activities were committing a grave sin."17 In the weeks 

following the tsunami, the only words attributed to bin Laden on Al

l azeera, the Arabic television station that broadcasts the champion of 

terror's views, had to do with his prevailing mission - to kill and, in this 

case, spawning more deaths in war-tom Iraq.18 Neither were there any 

messages of condolences from bin Laden or any Al-Qaeda-linked terrorist 

leaders or those who identify themselves as mujahid Ji sabilillah (the 

true crusaders for the religion of Allah). Bin Laden's silence and repeated 

disregard to this humanitarian emergency is all the more amazing since 

the worst hit country is Indonesia, the world's most populous Muslim 

nation and the province of Aceh which has a higher percentage of Muslims 

than other parts of Indonesia . . 

The silence in the face of the tsunami tragedy has drawn some 

comments from the affected region. In Indonesia, Zakiyuddin Baidhawy, 

a presidium member of the M uhammadiyah Scholars Network (JIMM), 
argues that bin Laden would have a more positive impact on the Muslim 

world if his "jihad" was related to the reconstruction and rebuilding of 

infrastructure in Aceh and North Sumatra. Baidhawy also noted that bin 

Laden "had done nothing to respond to this greatest of natural disasters" 

or "helped emergency operations to reduce the misery of the tsunami 

victims." It seems to show that theAl-Qaeda leader and his cohorts appear 

to be strangely out of touch with reality and this reveals them as "political 

opportunists. "19 

17 Zakiyuddin Baidhawy, "Tsunami Calls for 'Jihad'" <http://www.thejakartapost.com/ 

Archives/ ArchivesDet2.asp?FilelD=20050127.E02>, Date Accessed: 4th February 2005. 
18 Marwaan Macan-Markar, "TSUNAMI-IMPACT: Muslim Solidarity Missing in the 
Aftermath of Killer Waves Analysis", Inter Press Service News Agency, 31st January 
2005. 
19 Baidhawy, "Tsunami calls for 'Jihad. "' 
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Thailand's Bangkok Post noted on Tuesday, 25th January 2005 that 

"the fastest, biggest aid providers to the staunchly Muslim victims of 

Aceh, Indonesia, were the Australian and U.S. military."20 "The regional 

arms of al-Qaeda spared not even a message of condolence for those 

who suffered in their own countries, let alone abroad ... the man who has 

called for the proclamation of a new caliphate said nothing about the 

plight of millions of distressed Muslims." The Bangkok Post express~d 

the hope that the "heartless lack of response," contrasted with Western 

generosity, would refute anti-Western propaganda and expose terrorists ' 

true values. 

While the Islamic extremists elsewhere in the world showed a muted 

silence concerning the tsunami, at the ground level in Indonesia, where 

the Muslims in Aceh are more conservative and some elements of the 

Sharia law are already in vogue in this province, the presence of radical 

groups such as the Indonesian Mujahideen Council, Islamic Defender's 

Front andLaskar Mujahideen were seen in BandaAceh mobilizing their 

cadres, though with the ostensible aim of providing aid and offering 
"spiritual guidance and strength."21 Some of these organizations are 

known for their anti-Western sentiments and their violent activities against 

night clubs and places where Westerners gather. These extremist groups 

purport to have a humanitarian mission but their history suggests 

otherwise. They would like to see Western aid fail so that the foreigners 

will exit and that they can take a leading role in filling the void and have 

greater influence in the province.22 

20 Patrick Goodenough, "No Comment from Bin Laden on Tsunami Disaster", 

CNSNews.com, 26th January 2005. 
21 C. S. Kuppusamy, "Indonesia: Aceh-Hopes for a Better Future!" <http://www.saag.org/ 

papersl3/paperl281.html>, Date Accessed: 201h March 2005. 
22 James Van Zorge, "High Stakes in Post-Tsunami Aceh", Far Eastern Economic Review, 

January 2005, pp. 41-43. 
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THE ISLAMIC RESPONSE FROM MALAYSIA 
The Islamic response from the countries directly affected by the tsunami 

like Indonesia and Malaysia was more sympathetic and considerate when 

compared with the vitriol rhetoric of some of the Islamic voices from 

elsewhere in the world. Instead of casting stones at "whoever was deemed 

responsible" for the killer waves as espoused in the conspiracy theories, 

the customary response was to interpret the disaster as a sign from God 

which was then subsequently understood as a call to self-searching and 

repentance. The disaster that also struck Malaysia with a loss of 66 lives 

drew immediate response from the King to the Prime Minister to key 

religious leaders of the various faiths in the country. All stood united 

over the loss of lives and property. The coming 2005 New Year 

celebrations were cancelled. The Prime Minister also directed all mosques 

in the country to conduct sermons on Friday related to the catastrophic 

event, to focus their prayers of request (solat hajat) and tahlil prayers 

for those affected by the tsunami, and to reach out to the tsunami victims 

to help them overcome their grief and hardship. They were also to make 

prayers for the country against future.calamities. Request was also made 

to the other religious groups to conduct similar prayers and to pray for 

whatever would be for the best of the people and the country according 

to their own practices and beliefs.23 Immediately, the nation's major 

newspapers launched a relief fund to help the disaster victims. The Star, 

togetJ:ier with the Malaysian Red Crescent Society (MRCS) and Mercy 

Malaysia, launched the The Star Earthquake{fsunami Relief Fund. The 

next day, the Fund received RM 1 million from the Public Bank. 

23 <http://www.bernama.com/bemama/v3/news.php?id=111 I 97>, Date Accessed: 3Q'h 

January 2005. 
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Prime Minister Datuk Seri Abdullah Ahmad Badawi on 301h 

December 2004 said the public should refrain from pointing fingers at 

anybody for the tsunami. Abdullah said, "We had least expected a 

Tsunami to strike with such devastating effect and nobody should be 

blamed for it. What is important for us now is to learn from such an 

occurrence."24 The 28th December edition of the country's English 

newspaper The Star did not carry any condemnation or explanation of 

the tsunami's origin from any religious leaders in the country. Instead, 

the mood expressed was, "This is a natural disaster of tragic proportions 

for our country and others in the region are even more severely hit. We 

share in the anguish of those who have lost their loved ones ... We do not 

point fingers or apportion blame. "25 

For the common man in the street, the major response of Muslim 

family members and relatives who had lost their loved ones was to blame 

themselves for being holidaymakers and picnickers at the beachfront in 

Penang as it was a Sunday. Many had planned the trip for their families, 

as it was a public holiday. Another response by the Muslim families was 

to hope that the bodies of the victims would at least be quickly recovered 

so that a proper burial according to Muslim rites could be carried out. A 

third response by the many Muslims who lost their loved ones was to 

accept the tragedy as fate. "I do not regret allowing my wife and children 

to go picnicking because it is beyond my power to change what is 

predetermined by God," said Hassan Harun who lost his wife and four 

children to the tsunami which hit the Penang shores.26 Three other 

children of his who were also picnicking at the Miami Beach in Batu 

24 <http://www.bemama.com/bemama/v3/news.php?id=l l l536>, Date Accessed: 27'h 

January 2005. 
~ Soo Ewe Jin, The Star, 28th December 2004, p.6. 
26 <http://www.bemama.com/bemama/v3/news.php?id=l l0868>, Date Accessed: 2011

' 

January 2005. 
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Feringghi survived the killer waves. "My family was not keen on 
recreational activities but they had gone picnicking anyway, and so I 
accept everything that has happened as fate which cannot be changed." 

The response from some key Malaysian Islamic scholars revealed a 
more sombre and cautious approach. Dato Dr Harun Din, in his ~rticle 
"Bala Bencana -Apakah Sebab DiSebaliknya?" ("Disaster and Trouble 
- What is the Real Reason?' Translation mine), argued that disasters and 
troubles have visited humans since early times.27 For example, Surah 

Hud tells us there were floods from the time of Noah, with "waves 

towering like mountains" (The Prophet Hud, 11 :42). Surah al-Ankabuut 

reads, "Each one of them We seized for his crime: of them, against some 
We sent a violent tornado (with showers of stones); some were caught 
by a (mighty) Blast; some We caused the earth to swallow up; and some 
We drowned (in the waters): It was not Allah Who injured (or oppressed) 
them: They injured (and oppressed) their own souls" (The Spider, 29:40). 
Surah al-Haqqah reads, "But the Thamud - they were destroyed by a 

terrible Storm of thunder and lightning! And the Ad, they were destroyed 
by a furious Wind, exceedingly viol~nt; He made it rage against them 
seven nights and eight days in succession: so that thou couldst see the 

(whole) people lying prostrate in its (path), as they had been roots of 

hollow p~lm-trees tumbled down!" (The Sure Reality, 69:5-7). 
Al-Quran has given several examples as iktibar (signs) to guide 

humanity towards the hidayah (guidance) of Allah for the good of 
humankind. The fact is that earthquakes have already been mentioned in 
the Al-Quran publicly as a isyarat (warning) or petunjuk (guide). Thus, 

Surah al-Thaariq reads, "And by the Earth which opens out (for the 

gushing of springs or the sprouting of vegetation)" (The Morning Star, 

27 Dato' Dr Harun Din, "Bala Bencana- Apakah Sebab Disebaliknya?" <http://www.parti

pas.org/modules.php?name-News&file=article&sid=493>, Date Accessed: 4'h February 

2005. 
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86:12) and Surah Abasa reads, "And We split the earth in fragments" 

(He Frowned, 80:26). Surah Al-Zalzalah reads, "When the earth is shaken 

to her (utmost) convulsion, And the earth throws up her burdens (from 

within), And man cries (distressed): 'What is the matter with her? '-On 

that Day will she declare her tidings: For that thy Lord will have given 

her inspiration. On that Day will men proceed in companies sorted out, 

to be shown the deeds that they (had done). Then shall anyone who has 

done an atom's weight of good, see it! And anyone who has done an 

atom's weight of evil, shall see it" (The Earthquake, 99: 1-8). It is believed · 

that there will be an earthquake greater in magnitude which will usher in 

the Judgement Day and this will be the supreme world-shaking event. 

Two questions are raised by Harun: why did the event happen and 
who or what is the cause behind it? He believes that human knowledge 

sometimes reaches a cul-de-sac and that there are no physical 

explanations possible. The only way is to look at the Al-Quran from the 

angle of Allah's ilmu (knowledge). From the stories of the prophets, it is 

clear that there is one consistent teaching: troubles and disasters occur 

because of the evil and sinfulness of humanity which causes Allah to be 

angry towards th~m. This raises another question: why is Allah angry 

towards his servants when he is ar-Rahman (the All-Compassionate) 

and ar-Rahim (the All-Merciful)? Surah as-Syura reads, "Whatever 

misfortune happens to you, is because of the things your hands have 

wrought, and for many (of them) He grants forgiveness ... Or He can 

cause them to perish because of the (evil) which (the men) have earned; 

but much doth He forgive" (Consultation, 42:30, 34). Allah allows these 

disasters on humanity because of their sin. We are to study these signs in 

the right spirit. Even though Allah forgives their sins, he allows disasters 

to befall them to ensure that they return to the true path. Thus disasters, 

small or large, are given to humanity as a reminder, for disasters can 

never happen without a cause or reason. 

• 
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In al-Maraghijuzuk 26 halaman 87, it reads, "Allah's army in the 

sky and on earth are angels, humans, Jinns, voice from the sky, thunder, 

rain, typhoons, earthquake and many others." These are used by Allah to 

act against humanity that is cruel in order to awaken and make them 

realize their acts. Thus, these natural disasters are a result of the sins of 

humanity (Sur ah Ghafir 40:21, Surah Al-A' raf 7: 100-101 ). 
However, not everyone who is affected by the disaster has committed 

sin. Within the community there will be those who are so/eh (upright), 

who obey Allah, people who did not commit sin, the little ones who do 

not understand what sin is, animals and other created beings that have 

not sinned. Yet, sometimes these innocent ones also suffer the same fate 

as the ~vii-doers. SurahAl-Anfaal reads, "And fear, tumult or oppression, 

which affecteth not in particular (only) those of you who do wrong: and 

know that Allah is strict in punishment" (Spoils of War, 8:25). Good 

people are also everywhere but when the good are with the evil, when 

Allah brings the disasters, everyone will receive the same fate. 

In another online article,Harun pointed out that the word "tsunami" 

could stand as an acronym: 

T(uhan) S(udah) U(ji) N(amun) A(da) M(anusia) dan l(ngkar) [God 

has Tested, if there are Humans who are Disobedient].28 

He believed that the tsunami was for all humanity to experience. 

We have to realize that when the disaster strikes, it does not select only 

those who do evil but even the upright will be affected. He quoted some 

data of previous earthquakes and their measurements on the Richter scale: 

24th December 2003, earthquake with a 4.1 magnitude near New 

Zealand 

28 Harun Din, "Rahmat Allah Terputus, bala Pula Diundang" <http://www.parti-pas.org/ 

modules.php?name=News&file=article&sid=494>, Date Accessed: 4th February 2005. 
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26th December, whales died in Tasmania believed to be caused by a 

strong undersea earthquake 

26th December, earthquake of 9.1 magnitude 

26th December, earthquake in China 

26th December, earthquake in Turkey 

26th December, earthquake in Barn, Iran 

26th December 2004, the Asian tsunami 

He queried why these earthquakes occurred on those dates - before and 

after 25th December. Is this a isyarat (warning) of a petunjuk (guide) that 

must be reflected upon? Does the AI-Quran give any indication that on 

that date a huge disaster will occur as has happened recently? He went 

on to quote Surah Al-Maryam which reads, "They say: '(Allah) Most 

Gracious has begotten a son!' Indeed ye have put forth a thing most 

monstrous! At it the skies are ready to burst, the earth to split asunder, 

and the mountains to fall down in utter ruin, That they should invoke a 

son for (Allah) Most Gracious. For it is not consonant with the majesty 

of (Allah) Most Gracious that He should beget a son. Not one of the 

beings in the heavens and the earth but must come to (Allah) Most 

Gracious as a servant" (Mary, 19:88-93). Harun did not say anything 

further on this matter but one can see what he was implying: these 

earthquakes all occur around the date of 25th December which is of course 

the commonly accepted date for Jesus' birth, hence his quoting from 

Surah Al-Maryam on how even the earth "will split asunder" to even 

consider the possibility that Allah can have a son! 

He raised another question: can mortal men hope to prevent disasters 

from Allah? From a scientific and technological point of view, we can 

set up sophisticated equipment to foresee and prevent possible disasters. 

But what if the disaster is not a tsunami but something which occurs on 

land like storms, landslides, fire, and chronic diseases? Surah Al-A' raf 
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reads, "To those who inherit the earth in succession to its (previous) 
possessors, is it not a guiding, (lesson) that, if We so willed, We could 

punish them (too) for their sins, and seal up their hearts so that they 

could not hear?" (The Heights, 7: 100). The argument is that the stories 

which have been related before should give ample warning to present 
and future generations. 

In a similar vein, Nik Aziz, the Menteri Besar (Chief Minister) of 

the state of Kelantan ruled by the Opposition party PAS, commented 
that the tsunami was a reminder for humans about their conduct before 

this.29 The event has a direct connection but humans do not understand 
it. Surah Al-An' aam reads, "Say: 'He bath power to send calamities on 
you, from above and below, or to cover you with confusion in party 

strife, giving you a taste of mutual vengeance - each from the other.' 

See how We explain the signs by various (symbols); that they may 
understand" (The Cattle, 6:65). Here, the calamities can be understood 

as storms, blizzards, torrential rain or earthquakes, floods and 

landslides. 

Dr Shafie Abu Bakar also argued that the tsunami was a sign that 
our earth is caught up in the process of decay and destruction that we are 

heading towards the day of what Muslims commonly tenn as Kiamat 

(the Judgement or the End).30 Humanity is to live in agreement and 

harmony with nature but when humanity upsets and destroys nature and 

becomes unfaithful to Allah, the result will be to bring disasters upon 
themselves and upon nature, so reads Surah Al-Rum (The Romans, 30:41 ). 

He believed the tsunami was not a "nature disaster" but a reminder, threat, 

29 Tuan Guru Dato' Nik Aziz, "Bencana Besar adalah Peringatan Dari Allah" <http:// 
www.parti-pas.org/modules.php?name=News&file=article&sid=487>, Date Accessed: 

4th February 2005. 
3<l Dr Shafie Abu Bakar, "Tsunami: Noktah Keinsafan" <http://www.harakahdaily.net/ 

print.php?sid=ll395>, Date Accessed: l 7'h January 2005. 
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and punishment from the physical, mental, spiritual and psychological 
aspects so that all these become a lesson to bring humanity to 

consciousness and awareness. The tsunami is a petanda hari Kiamat 

(sign of the Judgement). The destruction that leads to the End will come 

when there will be gegaran (shaking) and perlanggaran (collision) 
among the planets and stars as prophesized in Surah Al-lnfitar (The 
Cleaving Asunder, 82: 1-19) and Surah Al-Inshqaq (The Rending Asunder, 

84:1-25). It is a reminder that a similar or larger disaster can happen 

anywhere and at anytime. The tsunami, on the other hand, is to bring 
humanity ever closer to Allah. 

CONCLUSION 

While Islam has constantly sought to portray itself as a monolithic entity, 
the varying and far-ranging responses to the tsunami show it to be 

otherwise. Why is it that there is a strikingly contrary and discordant 
note in the responses from Islam from around the world, from bizarre 

controversy theories to muted silence, from signs of God of the coming 

End times to a vitriolic attack on the sinfulness of humanity? Why is it 

that many of the Islamic responses seem cold and distant and lacking in 
empathy for the victims of the tsunami, especially since the majority 

who died were Muslims from Indonesia, the world 's largest Muslim 

nation? Part of the reason was that the disaster occurred far from the 

Middle East and what was seen on television could only remain a distant 
event in the minds of many people. That the destruction was also 
widespread, inundating two continents and many countries as diverse as 

India to Sri Lanka with a Hindu and Buddhist majority, from Somalia 

and Tanzania to Kenya with a folk religion background, from Myanmar 

and Thailand to Malaysia and Indonesia with a Buddhist and Islam 

majority, ~lso somewhat watered down the Islamic response, if compar~d 
with the scenario where Indonesia alone was affected by the tsunami. 
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Thankfully, all is not merely denunciation. The Beirut-based 

newspaper Dar al Hayat lamented in an editorial that conspiracy theories 

and the initial poor Arab response to tsunami relief efforts would, in the 

long run, cause the rest of the world to forget about Arab struggles.31 

The paper asks, "Why was Europe concerned about a disaster that has 
hit primarily Muslims before we even cared? While the world grows 
closer we intensify our isolation and separation." Writing in the Kuwaiti 

newspaper Al Watan, Saudi columnist Jamal Khashokji advised Saudi 
charities to focus on "moderation and tolerance" and resist being 

"hijacked" by extremists.32 The Malaysian Islamic response has a lot to 

teach us on how to respond to disaster. Generally, the response is one of 
heart-searching and generosity to help those in trouble. For the Malaysian 

Islamic scholars, their response was to understand the tsunami as a result 

of the sins of humanity and that the tsunami was given as a isyarat 

(warning) and gejala (omen) to us. Thus, humanity is to take heed of 

disasters like the tsunami and to realize that humanity and nature are 

subjected under kefanaan (transitory). Humanity is to refrain from acts 
that are unhelpful but to be eager to help to do gooq. 

31 Edwards, "Tsunami was ' Allah's revenge': Mainstream media spin bizarre theories." 
32 Ibid. 
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